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Crop phenology and yield are influenced by both 
environmental and management factors, but definite 
quantitative relationships are not easy to obtain because 
of complicated interactions between these factors. 
The use of crop phenology and crop yield models is 
becoming increasingly popular (Meyer et al., 1979; Jones 
and Laing, 1978; Rasmussen and Hanks, 1978; Jackson and 
Arkin, 1984; Hodges et al., 1979). According to their type, 
these models can be used to predict yields and phenolog­
ical events, to point out research priorities, or to gain 
understanding in the physiological mechanisms determining 
seed yield. 
Plant breeders have used several approaches to 
increase yields in crops. Selection for yield directly 
is used widely, but more recently emphasis has been given 
to selection for morphological, developmental and 
physiological traits related to yield. The general 
methodology in this new approach is to identify traits 
related to yield and then select for these traits. As 
examples, high specific leaf weights and small leaf size 
have been related to higher net photosynthesis, longer 
reproductive periods with higher seed yields, and higher 
crop growth rates with higher overall productivity. As 
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simple as it sounds, this approach has some drawbacks, 
however. The traits used one year may not be related with 
yield in the next year or these may be tedious to measure. 
It is likely that trait variation is related to 
variation in environmental and management factors. If so, 
the evaluation and understanding of these relationships 
are of considerable importance. 
This study consists of basically two parts. In the 
first part, phenology-related studies completed in the 
past in the Ames area are used to develop empirical crop 
phenology and crop yield models by using multiple 
regression techniques. 
The second part of the study is represented by a 
field experiment on planting dates and cultivars conducted 
in 1983. The main objective in this experiment is to 
examine the relationships between morphological and 
physiological plant traits and seed yield. 
Another objective in the field experiment is to 
compare the behavior of crop traits in old and new 
cultivars as planting date is changed. This will 
hopefully provide a better understanding of the mechanisms 
responsible for the greater seed production potential in 
the new cultivars. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Soybean Phenology and Environmental Factors 
The main variables controlling crop phenology are 
planting date, day-length or photoperiod, temperature, and 
cultivar. In some cases, soil moisture and nutrients may 
have a strong effect on crop phenology (Hodges and 
Doiraswamy, 1979)• 
Planting date 
Planting date is a very important factor as it starts 
the growth cycle and determines the meteorological 
influences to which the plant will be exposed (Hodges and 
Doiraswamy, 1979)» Under field conditions, the main 
factors affected by planting date are day-length and 
temperature. Soybeans do not respond to early plantings 
as com does (Pendleton and Hartwig, 1973)» In the 
Midwestern U.S., soybean plantings made in May show little 
variation in yield, while plantings made in June and July 
show progressive reductions in yield (Matson, 1964). 
Planting soybeans before May 1 in the south will reduce 
the height and yield of soybeans, because premature 
flowering is induced in days shorter than Ik.S hrs (Scott 
and Aldrich, 1983). In the Midwest and northern growing 
soybean region, soil temperatures are too cold to permit 
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rapid soybean development as compared to weeds and soybean 
yields are usually reduced in early plantings (May 1 
to 15) if no herbicide is used (Shroyer, 1978). 
Photoperiod 
All the stages of development in soybeans are 
sensitive to photoperiod (Guthrie, 1972). The 
preflowering phase, however, is more influenced than the 
reproductive and ripening phases in determinate cultivars, 
while in indeterminate cultivars, photoperiod strongly 
affects the duration of flowering and maturity (Hodges 
and Doiraswamy, 1979). The determinate cultivar "Ransom" 
and others have shown response to photoperiod in the seed 
filling stage (Thomas and Raper, 1976). Daylength also 
affects plant height and node number, but not rates of 
node differentiation or leaf appearance. Most of the 
nodes in the main axis will be differentiated during the 
first 35 days after planting (Johnson et al., i960). 
Soybeans have a short basic vegetative period (EVP) 
where flower induction cannot occur (Major and Johnson, 
1977). Flower primordia will appear around 20 days after 
flower induction. The flowers will open 35-^0 days after 
the primordia are formed (Johnson et al., i960). The 
amount of flower inducing substance is proportional to the 
number of trifoliate leaves in both neutral and 
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photosensitive cultivars (Shanmugasudaram et al., 1979) 
and to the number of short days experienced (Evans, 1969)' 
The length of the preflowering phase is usually correlated 
with the photoperiod experienced 20 days before flowering 
(Chapman and Blarney, 1979). In SE Queensland (27°, 37'S), 
the length of the flowering phase was correlated with the 
photoperiod experienced at midflower and number of days 
to flowering was positively correlated with the 
photoperiod experienced 3 weeks prior to flowering in late 
maturing cultivars. For early maturing cultivars, the 
number of days to flowering was negatively correlated with 
the mean maximum temperature for the 21-day period prior 
to flowering (Lawn and Byth, 1973). 
Some yield components are affected by photoperiod. 
Seed size was decreased in the cultivar "Harosoy" as a 
result of longer photoperiods, but the cultivar "Acme" was 
relatively insensitive (Guthrie, 1972). Soybean plants 
produced less pods per plant at either short (ll:40 hrs) 
or long photoperiods (13:20 hrs) when grown at 24°C night 
temperatures (Huxley et al., 1976). Delaying 
photoinduction in "Ransom" soybeans caused increments in 
yield as a result of more axillary nodes (Patterson 
et al., 1977). Exposure to short photoperiods upon 
expansion of the paired primary leaves increased pod 
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setting in the cultivar "Ransom" (Thomas and Raper, 1976). 
A negative correlation was found "between duration of 
vegetative growth and harvest index in both early and late 
maturing cultivars (Byth, 1976). 
Temperature 
The rate of leaf appearance, branching, plant height 
and length of the vegetative period are strongly 
influenced by temperature (Shibles et al., 1975)• 
Flowering occurs earlier under high day and night 
temperatures (Huxley et al., 1976). Plant height, leaf 
area, expanded trifoliate leaves and total dry weight 
increase with temperature under long days (l4 hrs) or 
short days (9hrs), but the magnitude of the increment is 
largest under long day conditions (Sato, 1976). 
• Low temperatures at the beginning of the season, 
delay soybean development, but late in the season 
temperature effects are negligible as compared with those 
of photoperiod (Major et al., 1975). Extremes of 
temperature may initiate leaf yellowing and, once started, 
the rate of leaf senescence is directly related to 
temperature (Thomas and Stoddart, 1980). Flowering is 
earlier in soybean plants subjected to high day and night 
temperatures (33 and 2^°C) and to short days (ll:4o hrs). 
Lower night temperatures (19°C), larger daylength 
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(13:20 hrs) and lower day temperature (27°C) "delayed" 
flowering by 11, 6, and 2 days, respectively (Huxley 
et al., 1976). Temperature during the dark period is more 
important than temperature in the light period (Roberts, 
1943). 
Cultivar 
Early maturing cultivars (Group 00) are less 
sensitive to photoperiod than late cultivars (Groups II to 
IV).- In 35 out of 111 strains from Group 00, the length 
of the preflowering period was unaffected by photoperiod 
(Criswell and Hume, 1972). The earlier a cultivar 
matures, the longer is the photoperiod where it can be 
induced. Varieties of Groups I to III are induced even 
under 24 hr daylengths. Northern cultivars have longer 
critical daylengths than southern cultivars, but northern 
cultivars respond to shorter photoperiods by more rapid 
flowering (Howell, 196O). Locations at higher latitudes 
have a more effective shortening of the photoperiod 
(Gbikpi and Crookston, 1981). 
Early cultivars planted in SE Queensland (27°37'S), 
Australia, showed response to photoperiod in the flowering 
phase only, while late cultivars showed response to 
photoperiod in the pre, post and flowering phases (Lawn 
and Byth, 1973)' In early maturing cultivars evaluated in 
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Pantnagar, India, temperature strongly influenced the 
length of the preflowering phase, while in late maturing 
cultivars, photoperiod was more important (Pandey et al., 
1977)• When cultivars from different maturity groups are 
planted in lower latitudes, they will have a number of 
days to maturity proportional to their Maturity Group in 
either low or high altitudes. High altitude increases 
days to maturity because of temperature effects (Whigham, 
1975). The number of days to flowering and to maturity is 
reduced as latitude decreases (Whigham, 1976). 
When different cultivars are evaluated, the 
differences in the number of days between developmental 
stages is usually highly related to cultivar 
characteristics (Dunphy et al., 1979; Sesay, 1972). Buhr 
(1971) found that all characters measured, except days to 
emergence, were significantly different among six 
cultivars evaluated. The number of days to beginning 
bloom, to beginning pod and to beginning seed were, 
however, practically the same for Maturity Group I 
cultivars ("Harosoy Dt2", "Hark" and "Provar") and 
Maturity Group II cultivars ("Corsoy" and "Amsoy"). The 
Maturity Group III cultivar "Wayne" was very different 
from Maturity Groups I and II cultivars. 
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Water stress 
The first physiological process effected under 
drought stress is cell growth (Begg, 1980), but yield 
is likely to be more affected than plant development 
(Hodges and Doiraswamy, 1979)• Upon termination of 
drought stress, usually faster rates of development are 
observed. Brown and Chapman (I960) found that soybean 
development at the flowering period was faster under 
drought stress than under optimum soil moisture, but the 
period was shorter in duration because of limited growth. 
Shaw and Laing (1966) state that short periods of stress 
affect bean number more than bean growth rates. 
Karimi-Abdachi (1979) found that soil moisture stress 
had no significant effect on the timing of the reproductive 
stages of several cultivars tested in 1977 and 1978. The 
first year had an early season drought, while the second 
year had a mid-season drought. Late maturing cultivars 
were found to be less susceptible to yield reductions in 
both years. Bramel (198O), however, reported that 
flowering and total node number development occurred 
earlier under mild drought stress. 
Waterlogging of the root zone causes accumulation of 
COg, ethylene and production of toxic substances. Reduced 
Og will cause inhibition of ATP production, resulting in 
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physiological drought and reduced nutrient absorption. 
COg will decrease water uptake and growth (Canell and 
Jackson, 1981), while ethylene inhibits root and shoot 
extension (Smith, 1970). Production of toxic substances 
(nitrites, HgS, ethanol and phenolic acids) is irrelevant 
unless roots have survived the severe anaerobic conditions 
required for toxin production. Some hormones produced in 
the root are important for shoot growth, particularly 
gibellerins and cytokinins. Restricted supply of these 
hormones causes reduced stem elongation and promotes leaf 
senescence or abscission (Canell and Jackson, I98I). 
Soybeans are more tolerant to waterlogging in the 
late vegetative phase than in postflowering (before pod 
set) and post pod set stages. Seven days of flooding in 
either post-flowering (before pod set) and post pod set 
stages, killed the soybean plants (Stanley et al., 198O). 
High soil moisture combined with high temperatures have 
been reported to increase floral and pod abortion in 
soybeans (Ohki and McBride, 1972). Recently, however, it 
has been found that soybeans adapt to high water tables 
if grown in beds and excess moisture prevails since the 
seedling stage (Lawn et al., 1984). 
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Nutrients 
Sinclair and de Wit (1976) proposed that the duration 
of seed fill and seed yield are limited by the inability 
of the soybean plant to provide nitrogen at the rates 
required, while the rate of seed growth is determined by 
the amount of current photosynthate produced. 
Sato (1976) found that the amount of total accumulated 
carbohydrates and nitrogen decreased under short days 
(9 hrs) and cool temperatures. These conditions are 
relatively similar to those found at seed filling. 
Severe short-term deficiency of calcium and nitrogen 
has been reported to cause decreases in pod set (Mann and 
Jaworski, 1970). Soybeans under low temperatures in the 
flowering phase (15°C), show greater pod set if no nitrogen 
is applied together with the cold treatment (Sato, 1976). 
Dunphy (1972) concluded that fertility level appeared to 
have greater influence on seed than on patterns of 
development. Phosphorus influenced the length of the very 
early reproductive stages, however. 
Gates and Muller (1979) evaluated the dry matter 
produced by "Lee" soybeans under several levels of 
nitrogen (0, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 80 ppm), phosphorus 
(0, 19, 38, 57» and 77 ppm), and sulphur (0, 10, 20, 40, 
and 80 ppm). Phosphorus (P) had a strong effect from 
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flowering to maturity, while the effects of nitrogen (N) 
were less pronounced. The effects of sulphur (S) were 
apparent until pod fill. Interactions were more clear at 
maturity, especially the PxS interaction. Little 
interaction between N and P was found. The response of 
rapidly developing structures, such as flowers, pods and 
root nodules, was different from the response of the whole 
plant. A clear interaction between N and P was seen at 
pod fill. 
Dunphy et al. (1979) found that medium to high levels 
of phosphorus and potassium had no significant influence 
in the duration of the stages of development of soybeans. 
Although increments in seed yield of 171 kg/ha and 126 
kg/ha were obtained with the application of phosphorus and 
potassium, respectively, the increment was not significant. 
Management Practices and Soybean 
Yield and Development 
The most important management practices influencing 
soybean yield in the Midwest may be row spacing, cultivar 
maturity and planting date. Because of the great capacity 
of soybeans to adjust to the space available, plant 
population is not likely to influence yield, except at 
extreme densities (Metz, 1979). However, in a study done 
by Sesay (1972), conservative plant densities affected 
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both plant phenology and yield. In other cases, plant 
lodging, height of first pod or seed size have been 
affected (Buhr, 1971). 
Morahagan (1970) found that plant populations did not 
influence final yield, but some phenological events were 
affected in the more late crosses. 
Soybeans will usually respond to fertilization when 
soil nutrient levels are low. Dunphy et al. (1979)» 
however, did not find significant increments in seed yield 
when sites testing low to medium were treated with high 
levels of phosphorus and potassium in the Ames area. 
Row spacing; 
Narrow rows have proven to increase soybean yields in 
the short growing season of the com belt, but not in the 
southern states. Narrow rows allow earlier ground cover, 
which is important when the growing season is short. 
Shibles and Weber (1966) found that dry matter production 
was a linear function of solar radiation intercepted and 
that the amount of solar radiation intercepted was dependent 
upon the leaf area index required to intercept 95^ of the 
sunlight received. The cultivar "Corsoy" has shown yield 
advantages of 26 and l6^ in 38 and 76 cm rows, respectively, 
when compared with plantings done at 102 cm (Shroyer, 1978). 
Morahagan (1970) reported significant effects of row 
spacings on yield, light interception, "branching, plant 
height, and early leaflet area for at least one cross out 
of three crosses evaluated. Sesay (1972) found that row 
spacing influenced days to beginning seed, plant height, 
and height of first pod, but not yield. 
Buhr (1971) found that row spacings of 31 an<i 76 cm 
had no effect on important phenological events such as 
beginning bloom, beginning pod, beginning seed and 
physiological maturity. The 31 cm row spacing, however, 
gave a statistically significant 23.7^ yield advantage 
over the 76 cm row spacing. 
Shroyer (198O) did an extensive review of literature 
in yield and yield components as influenced by cultural 
practices. Six literature sources indicated a decrease in 
yield per unit area as planting date was delayed, while 
narrow rows had positive effects in 5 cases and no effects 
in 2 cases. The most controversial cultural practice was 
plant densi"^ increases. In 5 cases, negative effects were 
found, in 6 cases no effects were observed, and in only 
2 cases, a positive effect was reported. Data from his 
dissertation indicated negative effects for delayed 
planting, positive effects for row spacing decrease, and 
negative effects for plant population increase. 
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He concluded that, "besides narrow rows, timeliness of 
planting is the single most important cultural practice 
determining yield. 
Cultivar maturity and planting date 
There is usually a strong interaction between cultivar 
and planting date (Buhr, 1971» Sesay, 1972). Table 1 shows 
the soybean yields obtained for several planting dates and 
cultivars in northwest Iowa (Shroyer, 1978). As planting 
date is delayed after May 15-20, soybean yields decrease 
for the adapted and early cultivar, while the very early 
cultivar increases yield up to June 10. The rate of yield 
decrease after the optimum planting date is greater for the 
earlier cultivars. 
Sesay (1972) reported that seed yield decreased 
proportionally to delayed planting in six soybean cultivars 
of three different maturity groups (I, II and III). Buhr 
(1971) found, however, that while most phenological events 
were affected by planting date, seed yield was not 
statistically different between planting dates. All 
phenological events occurred sooner as planting date was 
delayed, except beginning bloom, which showed no consistent 
trend. Maturity group designation was the single most 
important factor determining plant phenology and seed yield. 
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Table 1. Soybean yields (kg/ha) as influenced by planting 
date and cultivar maturity 
Planting Corsoy Steele Clay 
date (adapted) (early) (very early) 
May 15-20 3129 2699 1837 
June 1 2840 2402 1871 
June 10 2604 2301 1958 
June 20 2389 2026 1561 
July 1 1555 1433 1272 
July 10 841 828 774 
Crop traits related to seed yield 
Developmental traits Dunphy (1972) found high 
correlations between yield and length of several 
reproductive periods. Days from beginning bloom to 
beginning pod (BP) were positively correlated with yield. 
From BP until fully developed beans (FDB), the correlation 
with yield was negative, and from FDB until maturity the 
correlation was positive. 
Morahagan (1970) evaluated three populations of 
advanced generation lines in two row spacings and three 
plant populations in 1968 and 1969. Highly significant 
correlations between yield and days to physiological 
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maturity were found in 1969 for the three lines when sown 
in 30 cm rows, but not when sown in 90 cm rows. The 
later the cross, the greater was the average value of the 
correlation coefficient between yield and different 
subdivisions of the reproductive period. Because of hail, 
the 1968 yield data were not analyzed. He concluded that 
plant traits influencing seed yield in wide rows were not 
necessarily important in narrow rows. 
Akanda et al. (1981) found highly significant positive 
correlations between grain yield and the length of the 
flowering period, the length of the pod filling period 
and the length of the life cycle in 84 lines of soybeans. 
Metz (1979) studied several hundred advanced 
generation family lines in narrow rows. He concluded that 
yield change due to selection for development characters 
might suggest a potential for yield improvement through 
selection of lines with longer seed filling or longer 
reproductive periods. The greatest yield progress observed 
was obtained by selection for longer reproductive period 
in the medium maturity group in both 1977 (111 kg/ha) and 
1975 (71 kg/ha). 
Karimi-Abdachi (1979) reported that late maturing 
cultivars were less susceptible to reductions in yield due 
to soil moisture stress in two years of trials. In one 
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year he had early season drought, while in the other year 
he had mid-season drought. 
Ellingson (1974-) concluded that because of the 
relatively high heritability estimates for date of 
physiological maturity, length of the reproductive period, 
plant height and seed size, these traits could be used in 
an effective selection program. The association between 
plant traits and yield, however, was not high, except in 
cross A X 4l8 (Hark x Provar) planted in wide rows. 
Dunphy et al. (1979) found that the length of the seed 
development period (pods 2 cm long at the top four nodes to 
pods yellowing) was more correlated with seed yield than 
was the length of any other developmental period. Longer 
periods of pod development (flowers at top node to pods 
2 cm long at the top four nodes) correlated negatively with 
seed yield. Plots which initiated flowering later and 
matured later were the higher yielding plots. 
Morphological traits Morahagan (1970) concluded 
from response trends that short cultivars are more adequate 
for narrow rows, where lodging is usually a problem. For 
wide rows, he recommended a rapid closing canopy in order 
to have an earlier ground cover and thus use solar 
radiation more efficiently. 
Metz (1979) found that selection for smaller leaf size 
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improved average seed yield by ^5» 73 and 152 kg/ha for 
early, medium and late maturing cultivars, respectively. 
A morphological trait that may delay the onset of 
drought stress in soybeans is root length density (RID, cm 
roots/cm^ soil), but RLD is hard to evaluate and it is not 
known which portion of the total root length is really 
effective in water uptake (Taylor, 1980). 
According to Begg (1980), the short and long term 
morphological responses to drought stress deserve 
attention. Leaf area reduction, duration and leaf 
orientation may be an important mechanism for adaptation 
to drought stress in crops. 
Leaf anatomy affects both photosynthesis and water 
use efficiency though effects on COg exchange rates. Leaf 
thickness and specific leaf weight (dry weight per unit 
leaf area) are often used to express environmental effects 
on leaf anatomy (Nobel, 1980). 
Buttery and Buzzel (1972) found that selection for 
yield in soybeans has increased net assimilation rate. 
This was highly correlated with specific leaf weight (SLW). 
They concluded that SLW could be used for indirect 
selection for yield in soybeans. 
Dornhoff and Shibles (1976), and Ford (1984) reported 
positive correlations between photosynthetic rate 
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and specific leaf weight in soybeans. 
Physiological traits Karimi-Abdachi (1979) 
associated drought stress tolerance in late maturing 
cultivars with higher crop growth rates (CGR) and net 
assimilation rates (NAR) in these cultivars. 
Studies done over several years at Iowa State 
University have shown that selection for high leaf 
photosynthetic rate has not resulted in higher soybean 
yields (Hole, 1983). 
Ford (1982) concluded that if LAI is not constant, 
photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area (PS) may not be 
related to yield and that LAI is often a more important 
determinant of productivity. He believes that the inverse 
relationship between LAI and PS explains why poor or 
negative correlations are often found between productivity 
and PS. 
Harvest index (HI) can be considered an indicator of 
the plant's efficiency in translocating photosynthate from 
vegetative structures to the seed. HI is defined as the 
ratio of seed yield to total biomass produced (Donald, 
1962). 
HI in soybeans has been reported to decrease with 
plant population density (Wilcox, 1974). The amount of 
total biomass produced, plant height and Maturity Group 
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have shown negative correlations with HI (Buzzel and 
Buttery, 1977: Johnson and Major, 1979; Schapaugh and 
Wilcox, 1980). 
Maintenance of stomatal conductance under drought 
stress may be a mechanism to allow the plant to continue 
photosynthesis at lower rates, and to survive if the 
additional carbon fixed is used to produce new roots or 
seeds (Ludlow, 198O). 
Crop Phenology and Yield Models 
No biological event can be expected to be explained 
in full by any mathematical model, as mathematical models 
are simplified versions of real processes and biological 
events are very complex. 
In a very general way, crop phenology and yield models 
can be classified into regression models, realistic 
physiological models, and general physiological models. 
Regression models 
This type of model may be easier to develop than the 
other two types of models mentioned before, but they have 
a series of limitations, which include: l) many data points 
are needed (Hodges and Doiraswamy, 1979)» 2) colinearity 
between predictor variables (Kachigan, 1982), 3) black box 
type models are obtained (Biswas, 1980), and 4) it is not 
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easy to establish cause-effect relationships. 
The number of data points should not be a great 
problem in many cases, as experimental results over 
several years are usually available in agricultural 
experiments. A formula given by Snee (1977) suggests that 
a minimum of about 30 data points are required for models 
including 1 to 4 predictor variables. 
The multicollinearity between variables causes 
variation in the estimates of the regression coefficients, 
but the predictive value of the model is not affected if 
the model is applied within the range of the variables 
used to develop it (Neter et al., 1982). 
The black box models result from a partial 
understanding of how the physical and biological processes 
determine the event studied (Biswas, 1980). 
In order to establish cause-effect relationships the 
levels of the predictor variables have to be completely 
controlled by the researcher. That is, experimental data 
have to be used, but this does not mean that 
non-experimental data cannot uncover variables that are 
probably causally related (Kachigan, 1982). One should 
not attempt to establish causality on the basis of a 
regression model alone. If the model is built following 
sound theoretical basis, it can be used to substantiate 
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or contradict causal assumptions (Gunst and Mason, 1980). 
Meteorological models These models relate directly 
meteorological phenomena with phenological events. Jones 
and Laing (1978) used a stepwise regression procedure to 
select meteorological variables in a crop phenology study. 
Temperature and solar radiation during flowering were 
related to bean growth rate (R = 0.44). The number of 
beans per node was a function of mean temperature from 
flowering to podding, solar radiation during pod filling, 
mean temperature in the main pod fill phase and 
2 2 
reproductive nodes per m (R = 0.74). The best predicted 
2 phenological variable was reproductive nodes per m 
2 (R = 0.83). It was a function of mean daily solar 
radiation from flowering to podding and total nodes per 
square meter. They used the regression equations to 
estimate the main yield components (bean growth rate, 
duration of the pod filling period and beans per m ). The 
predicted seed yields based in these yield components were 
within the experimental precision in all, but one planting 
date. 
Thermal models Temperature is one of the most 
important factors affecting growth and development (Iwata, 
1975)» and several thermal indices have been developed. 
Among the most popular are the remainder index, the 
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exponential index, and the physiological index. 
The remainder index is the summation of the degree 
days (heat or thermal units) during a given time period. 
Degree days= (minimum + maximum)/2 - base temperature, but 
the base temperature may be changing with environmental 
conditions and phenological stage (Iwata, 1975) • In com, 
the maximum temperature cannot be greater than 30°C 
because reduced growth is likely due to drought or 
temperature stress (Newman, 1971). 
The maximum and minimum temperatures for soybean 
growth (cardinal temperatures) are 10 and 30°C, 
respectively. The optimum temperature for soybean growth 
is between 20 and 25°C. 
The exponential index is the summation of the 
efficiency (u) of the mean daily temperature (t) in °F and 
is computed by u= . The main disadvantage is 
that temperatures above 80°F strongly influence the value 
of u because of the exponential nature of the index (Iwata, 
1975). 
The physiological index is obtained from a growth 
curve where elongation rates of com seedlings (mm x 
lOO/hr) are related to mean temperature. A mean daily 
physiological index can be obtained for the mean daily 
temperature by multiplying it by 24 (Iwata, 1975). 
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It has been particularly difficult to develop a 
functional relationship between temperature and soybean 
development (da Mota, 1978). Development of early 
cultivars is expected to be predicted more accurately by 
the thermal unit method, because these cultivars have less 
photoperiodic response than late maturing cultivars (Major 
et al., 1975)• 
Photothermal models Day and night length, together 
with temperature, are the main factors controlling the 
vegetative growth of photosensitive plants (Iwata, 1975)-
Brown (I96O), developed a photothermal model relating 
"soybean development units" (10,000/night hours to 
flowering) to mean daily temperature. A quadratic 
expresion peaking at 86°F and giving zero development at 
50°F was obtained. The relationship holds under field 
conditions for the preflowering phase only (Brovm and 
Chapman, 196O). They designed a soybean development map 
for the Great Lakes region using this model (Brown and 
Chapman, I961). 
Pascale (1969) found an excellent correlation between 
soybean development units (Brown, 196O) and the degree-day 
summations above 15°C. He designed a world soybean 
agroclimatic classification based on degree day 
summations above 15°C, water deficiency in the growing 
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season, and length of the day at the summer solstice. 
Brovm (196O), compared soybean development units with 
the remainder, the exponential and the physiological 
indexes and found that the physiological and exponential 
indices were less suitable for the estimation of stages of 
development. 
Major et al. (1975) applied a photothermal model 
developed for spring wheat (Robertson, 1968) to soybeans. 
They used mean daily temperatures (T) instead of maximum 
and minimum temperatures. The progression toward maturity 
(M) between two phenological stages (si and s2) is depicted 
by M = I, (al(L-aO) + a2(L-aO)^) x (bl(T-bO) + b2(T-bO)^), 
s 1 
where L is daily daylength and a and b are sets of 
coefficients determined by an iterative technique. They 
tested this method against the remainder index and calendar 
days in l4 cultivars from Maturity Groups I through VI and 
found that the iterative regression analysis method 
predicted development better than the remainder index and 
calendar days = Plant development was predicted with less 
variation from flowering to maturity than from emergence 
to flowering. Also, more variation in plant development 
was found in early cultivars (Maturity Groups I though 
III) than in late cultivars (Maturity Groups IV though VI). 
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Realistic -physiological models 
Because of a variety of problems associated with the 
empirical approaches, a mechanistic approach is becoming 
increasingly popular. The mechanistic approach is based 
in principles of plant physiology and plant biochemistry. 
According to Meyer et al., (1979)» "considerable 
physiological detail is necessary in a soybean simulation 
model in order to provide useful information to 
agronomists, plant breeders and farmers". They developed 
a detailed computer simulator of soybean phenology 
(SOYMOD/OARC). SOYMOD/OARC is basically a system of 
dynamic partial differential equations describing the mass 
and energy balance within the soybean plant. The plant is 
considered an open system with import, export and internal 
control processes. The process terms included in these 
equations are photosynthesis,- photorespiration, growth and 
maintenance respiration, translocation, carbohydrate 
partitioning, transpiration, nitrogen metabolism and 
partitioning and leaf senescence. Node formation, 
flowering, podfill initiation, and trifoliate leaf blade 
and petiole abscission are considered as discrete events. 
Environmental data are used to predict hourly accumulation 
of dry matter for leaf blades, stem petioles, fruits and 
roots. The model also predicts phenological events such 
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as flowering and podfill, senescence and maturity. A 
typical simulation run over a 120-day growing season takes 
less than 30 seconds CPU. Based on three years of 
simulation, Meyer and coworkers believe that SOYMOD/OARC 
can be used for year-to-year forecasting, but field data 
are required to check these predictions. They concluded 
that this simulator is most suitable for research and 
teaching. 
General physiological models 
These models involve just a few key physiological 
processes, such as photosynthesis and respiration. Many 
realistic physiological models can be reduced to general 
physiological models (Hodges and Doiraswamy, 1979)' The 
applicability of many plant growth models is often limited 
by the input data requirements (Hodges and Kanemasu, 1977), 
so that models requiring readily available data are more 
likely to be useful in field conditions (Rasmussen and 
Hanks, 1978). General physiological models are likely to 
be more accurate and stable than regression models when 
tested in a range of environmental conditions (Hodges and 
Doiraswamy, 1979)« 
Most general physiological models have been developed 
in cereals, such as wheat (Connor, 1975; Rasmussen and 
Hanks, 1978; Hodges and Kanemasu, 1977)» com (Barfield 
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et al., 1977> Hanks, 197^! Jackson and Arkin, 1984), and 
sorghum (Arkin et al., 1977; Vanderlip and Arkin, 1977; 
Hodges et al., 1979). 
Growth Analysis 
The purpose of growth analysis is to explain the 
variation in dry matter accumulation and seed yield in 
terms of growth and allocation of photosynthate to the 
different plant parts. 
The term "growth analysis" is applied to a series of 
formulae developed by Gregory (1917), Blackman (1919), 
Briggs et al. (1920) and Watson (1958), among others. 
Some of those formulae were supposed to apply to 
exponential growth only (Blackman, 1919; Briggs et al., 
1920). Later, however, it was found that the formulae 
could also be applied to non-exponential growth, but that 
the values obtained represented mean values over the time 
period studied (Radford, 1967). Besides the requirement 
of exponential growth, some other conditions have to be 
met, which are disscused later. 
More recently (Vernon and Allison, I963),  a new 
approach to growth analysis has been developed. Regression 
techniques are used to fit mathematical models to the 
relationships dry weight-time and leaf area-time. After 
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an adequate model has been found, instantaneous values or 
growth analysis variables can be obtained for any time by 
derivation. In general, the values obtained by this 
technique are less variable than those values obtained 
with the "classical" technique (Buttery, 1969; Sivakumar 
and Shaw, 1978), but because of the smoothing of the 
relationship, environmental influences may be concealed 
(Buttery, 1969). Thus, it appears that the "classical" 
growth analysis approach is more useful for those concerned 
with environmental effects on crop productivity. The 
following is a description of "classical" growth analysis. 
Some of the most useful growth analysis formulae are 
those for net assimilation rate (NAR), crop growth rate 
(CGR), relative growth rate (RGR), relative leaf growth 
rate (RLGR) and leaf area partitioning (LAP). 
Net assimilation rate 
This grov/th variable (NAR) was defined by Gregory 
(1917) as the unit increase in dry weight per unit time per 
unit leaf area or NAR = (dw/dt) (l/A). Integrating over 
t2-tl: NAR = (w2-wl) (loge A2-logeAlj/(t2-tlj (A2-A1j, where 
w2 and wl represent plant dry weights and A2 and Al are 
plant leaf areas at times t2 and tl. A necessary condition 
for the validity of this equation is that the relationship 
between w and A is linear (Williams, 1946). 
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NAR can be considered an approximate measure of net 
photosynthesis, as it includes weight gain due to mineral 
uptake, besides COg uptake. This approach for estimating 
net photosynthesis has several advantages over other 
methods which change the environment (e.g., enclosure 
of the plant in a chamber) and produce results difficult 
to interpret in terms of plant growth. This method can 
use field grown plants to obtain integrated estimates of 
net photosynthesis over a period of time (Buttery and 
Buzzel, 1971). 
According to Watson (1952) NAR changes between 
cultivars, with mineral nutrition and water supply, and, 
very widely, with environmental conditions. He believed, 
however, that the significance of this variation in 
relation to dry matter accumulation and yield changed 
according to the magnitude of variation in leaf area. 
Excessive leaf area causes reductions in NAR through 
shading. He concluded that leaf area was the major 
determinant of crop yield. 
Buttery (1970) found that NAR and mean leaf area index 
(LAI) were negatively correlated in both corn and soybeans. 
LAI = (L2-Ll)/(Loge L2-Loge Ll). 
Koller et al. (1970) found that NAR increased during 
the rapid phase of seed filling in soybeans. Simultaneous 
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increases in CGR and RGR were also observed. 
Buttery (1969) studied the effects of plant population 
and fertilizer application on field grown soybeans. 
Regardless of treatment, there was a decline in NAR as the 
season progressed. This decrease was primarily attributed 
to increasing MI. CGR increased during the first 5O-6O 
days after emergence and then rapidly decreased. 
Chang (1979) reported that NAR and soybean seed 
yields were correlated. 
Relative growth rate 
Briggs et al. (1920) expressed relative growth rate 
(RGR) as RGR = (l/w) (dw/dt). That is, the increase of 
plant material per unit of material present per unit of 
time (Radford, 196?). Integrating over time; 
RGR = (loge w2-loge l)/(t2-tl). 
In order to apply this formula, it is necessary that 
w varies without discontinuity twtween tl and t2, a 
condition usually met (Radford, 1967). 
RGR can be considered, as NAR, an indicator of the 
plants efficiency to produce new material. RGR could be a 
better indicator of this efficiency as the material 
produced is given in relation to the total amount of plant 
material present at tl. NAR uses leaf area at tl, but 
photosynthesis occurs in all the plant's green structures. 
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Crop growth rate 
Watson (1958) suggested that the mean rate of increase 
of dry weight per unit of land and per unit of time be 
called crop growth rate (CGR). In mathematical form, 
CGR = dw/dt. Integrating over time : CGR = (w2-wl)/(t2-tl), 
where w represents total dry weight per unit area and t 
represents time (Watson, 1958). 
The only required condition to apply the CGR formula 
is that w varies continually from tl to t2, a condition 
that is fulfilled if no plant parts are physically removed 
between tl and t2 (Radford, 1967). 
Watson (1958) found that CGR was related to mean leaf 
area index (LAI) in a quadratic manner in both kale and 
sugarbeets. The LAI at which maximum CGR was observed was 
different for these crops. 
Davidson and Donald (1958) found that subterranean 
clover swards had an optimum LAI below which CGR decreased. 
They attributed this to reduced light interception and 
"parasitic" leaves in the lower part of the swards. 
Studies with other crops showed that dry matter production 
or crop photosynthesis reached a plateau with increasing 
LAI rather than an optimum (Black, 1956; Shibles and 
Weber, 1965; Cock and Yoshida, 1973)• 
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Relative leaf growth rate 
Gregory (1921) defined this variable (RLGR) as: 
RLGR = (i/A) (dA/dt), or the increase in leaf area per 
unit leaf area present per unit time. Integrating over 
time: RLGR = (loge A2-loge Al)/(t2-tl), where Al and A2 
represent leaf area per plant at times tl and t2, 
respectively. 
Using 21 data points from Buttery and Buzzel's (1971) 
paper, a correlation of 0.88 was found between RGR and 
RLGR. 
Leaf area partitioning 
This growth variable (LAP) indicates how much of the 
daily gain in total dry weight is allocated to leaf 
production. 
According to Potter and Jones (1977) LAP = RLGR/NAR 
and they believe that the value of LAP is that it shows 
the physiological relationship between NAR and RLGR. They 
related CGR with LAP, and NAR. It was found that RLGR was 
the variable better correlated to CGR, followed by LAP and 
NAR. They concluded that the poor correlation between CGR 
and NAR arises from using leaf area as the primary 
component of NAR. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Sources of Data 
The sources of data for this study were two 
unpublished theses (Buhr, 1971; Sesay, 1972), two planting 
date studies done by Green and coworkers (D.E. Green, 
personal communication, ISU, 1983) and a field experiment 
conducted in 1983 by the author. 
.In the two unpublished theses and the two planting 
date studies the same factors were examined, but the levels 
varied. Also, some response variables such as yield and 
days to beginning seed were missing in the planting date 
studies. In order to have a uniform data set, only half of 
the theses data were used. In this way, a data set 
involving 216 observations, three years (1969-1971), two 
row spacings (31 and 76 cm), four planting dates, three 
plant populations (258, ^ 56 and 646,000 plants/ha) and 3 
cultivars ("Hark", "Amsoy", and "Wayne") was obtained. 
These data form the "thesis data set". 
The two planting date studies were used complete to 
form a data set of 72 observations on two row spacings 
(31 and 76 cm), two and four planting dates, two plant 
populations (4l6 and 382 000 plants/ha) and 6 cultivars 
("SRF 15O", "Hark", "Rampage", "Amsoy", and "Wayne"). 
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These data will be referred to as "planting date studies" 
or "independent data set". 
Each observation in both data sets represents the 
average of 3 observations, as the original experimental 
designs had 3 replicates. These experiments were 
established in a three fold split plot design. Whole plots 
were row spacings and the subsequent splits were planting 
dates, plant populations and cultivars. 
The 1983 field experiment included 6 cultivars from 
Maturity Groups I through III. The cultivars "Hark", 
"Amsoy", and "Wayne" represented the "old" cultivar group, 
while the cultivars "Hardin", "Pride B216", and "Asgrow 312?" 
represented the "new" cultivar group. A single row spacing 
was used (31 cm), and 4 planting dates (May 11, May 26, 
June 10, and June 25) were studied. The experimental 
design was a split plot with 4 replicates. The whole plots 
were planting dates and the split plots were cultivars. 
Lasso herbicide and the fertilization formula O-6O-9O 
(N-P-K) were applied and incorporated into the soil prior 
to planting. The planting operation was done manually. A 
furrow 3 cm deep was open with a hoe and seeds were placed 
at 12 cm distance from each other. The plant population 
was about 240,000 plants/ha. The experimental plot 
consisted of 8 rows of 3.6 m length. Sampling for dry 
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matter and leaf area was completed at several stages of 
development. The first sampling occurred around V2 
stage (Fehr and Caviness, 1977) "by randomly collecting 5 
plants per plot in each planting date and cultivar. Four 
more samples per plot were taken in the reproductive 
stages. These samples were collected from 1.3 m of row in 
such a way that the plants sampled had always full 
competition with neighbor rows (Fig. l). These samples 
were subsampled to evaluate leaf area by randomly sampling 
4 plants. 
The days to specific developmental periods were 
measured according to the system used by Buhr (1971) and 
Ses ay (1972). In this system, beginning bloom is defined 
to be when ^0% of the plants have an open flower at any 
node, beginning seed when ^0% of the plants have a seed 
that can be felt when any pod is squeezed, and 
physiological maturity when 50% of the plants have yellow 
leaves. 
Seed yield and stem weights were determined at harvest 
maturity in the two exterior rows of the plot (Fig. l). 
2 The area sampled for these measurements was 2.0 m . 
The theses data were used to develop regression models 
for crop phenology and yield. The general procedure for 








Fig. 1. Sampling areas (broken lines) and plot dimensions 
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The stepwise procedure (option MAXR) available in the 
Statistical Analysis System (Helwig and Council, 1979) was 
used to make a preliminary selection of variables. This 
procedure provides models with increasing multiple 
correlation coefficients (R ) for increasing number of 
predictor variables. Only the model with maximum R is 
given, which means that other models with slightly smaller 
2 R are not shown. 
The models selected in this preliminary step were not 
necessarily the ones with the largest R , but those which 
included predictor variables having agronomic meaning, and 
those whose regression coefficients had a sign congruent 
with the correlations discussed here. 
Analysis of variance of the data set provided 
information about interactions and other possible predictor 
variables. The stepwise procedure was applied again and 
the models obtained were studied to select those which 
included predictor variables with intercorrelations smaller 
than 0.50. 
In the final step of model building, the General 
Linear Models procedure (Helwig and Council, 1979) was 
used to estimate the regression models. Here, other 
predictor variables were added to the model if they were 
likely to influence the dependent variable, but all 
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variables had to have significant partial sum of squares 
to be included in the model. 
The planting date studies conducted by Green and 
coworkers, at Iowa State University, were used to evaluate 
the models generated. The standard deviation (STD), the 
simple correlation coefficient (r) and the bias were used 
as indicators of the adequacy of the models generated. 
The STD is defined as the square root of the error 
mean square of the model, while the bias is defined as the 
mean value of the sum of the differences between predicted 
and actual values. 
The STD denotes the average value of the deviations 
of the predicted variable when compared to the actual data, 
while the bias indicates how much the models are 
underestimating (negative sign) or overestimating (positive 
sign) the actual data. The r measures the degree of 
association between the predicted and the observed values 
of the variable. 
The evaluation of the model with independent data is 
the ultimate test to which the model can be subjected. The 
degree of association between predicted and observed values 
provides indirect information about the stability of the 
regression coefficients. Also, the overall adequacy of 
the model as a prediction tool is evaluated. 
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The models presented in the results and discussion 
section were those which had the smaller bias and STD when 
evaluated by the independent data set. These models were 
subject to residual analysis to check if there were 
deviations from the basic assumptions required to apply 
multiple regression analysis. 
Generated Variables 
.The variables used in this study were subdivided into 
two groups according to the data source, namely; thesis 
data, planting date studies, and field experiment. 
Theses data and planting date studies 
The variables generated here were mostly environmental. 
Accumulated solar radiation and heat units were calculated 
for several phenological periods. Heat units (H) were 
estimated using a base of 10°C (50F) and a maximum 
temperature of 30°C (86°F). 
A variable, called physiological mean temperature (T), 
was estimated as T = (H + (.50 x PL) )/PL, where PL is the 
period length. It was called physiological because the 
maximum and minimum daily temperatures are bounded by 30 
and 10°C, respectively. These are the cardinal 
temperatures for many crop species, including soybeans. 
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The difference between H and T is their sensitivity to 
changes in temperature. T changes even when the mean 
daily temperature is less than 10°C (zero H), while H is 
not changed until the mean daily temperature is greater 
than 10°C. 
Hail storms were present in 1970 and 1971 - These 
were evaluated in 1971» but only reported in 1970. Sesay 
(1972) used a scale from 1 to 5 to rate hail damage, where 
1 indicates no damage and 5 indicates maximum damage. 
Using Sesay's scale and information given by Buhr (1971) 
a hail damage rating was estimated for the 1970 data 
according to cultivar maturity. 
A raw stress index (RSI) calculated for com by a 
computer program (Shaw, 1963) was used to characterize 
seasonal drought stress in this group of data. The index 
has the form RSI = (1-(SE + ET)/PET)x 100, where SE is 
soil water evaporation, ET is évapotranspiration and PET 
is potential évapotranspiration. 
The RSI was estimated for each cultivar and planting 
date for the periods from emergence to beginning bloom 
(SIEBB), from beginning bloom to physiological maturity 
(SIBBPM), from beginning bloom to beginning seed (SIBBBS), 
and from beginning seed to physiological maturity (SIBSPM). 
The summation of all the drought stress in the plant ' s 
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life cycle was called SITOT. 
Data collected by Laing (1966) and Stanley (1975) 
showed that the ratio PE/PET parallels leaf area index 
(LAI) closely. Ruiz-Vega (1982) found that adjusting the 
ratio for LAI increased the correlation between seed yield 
and the RSI. For this reason, LAI was adjusted by using 
the LAI values obtained in the 1983 field experiment and 
Fig. 2 (Laing, 1966). This figure shows that the PE/PET 
ratio is about 5% smaller in soybeans, as compared to com, 
up to the point of maximum LAI development in soybeans. 
After this point, the ratio is about higher in soybeans 
for some 30 days. A correction for this difference in the 
ratio between com and soybeans was also made. Data 
collected in the 1983 field experiment showed that maximum 
LAI occurred shortly after beginning seed, so that an 
average LAI was estimated for the period from early 
vegetative to beginning seed for each cultivar and planting 
date. The LAI for the seed filling period was taken as 
the maximum LAI observed. The correction was done as 
follows: 
Figure 2 shows that for an average LAI of 3a 
PE/PET ratio of O.58 is obtained for soybeans, while a 
ratio of 0.66 is obtained for com. Thus, the ratio for 
soybeans is 0.88 of the ratio for com (O.58/O.66 = 0.88) 
SOYBEANS 
CORN 
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DAYS FROM PLANTING 
Fig. 2. Evapotranspiration ratios and leaf area index 
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and the RSI accumulated before beginning seed was 
multiplied by 0.88 in this cultivar and planting date. 
In order to weigh the RSI for the developmental period 
at which drought stress occurred, it was assumed that one 
unit of stress in the period from beginning bloom to 
beginning seed caused a 2.0^ yield reduction, while one 
unit of stress in the seed filling period was assumed to 
cause a 5-0% yield reduction (Ruiz-Vega, 1982). Thus, 
a new stress index (SI) was obtained by multiplying the 
RSI by 2.0 or 5»0% according to the developmental period 
at which the drought stress occured. 
Dummy variables were used for cultivars and 
fertilization levels. Cultivars were ranked according to 
Maturity Group. Fertilization levels were ranked according 
to phosphorus and potassium levels. Level 1 received 
between 102 and 130 kg/ha of either phosphorus or 
potassium, and level 2 received more than 150 kg/ha of 
either one of these nutrients. 
Field experiment 
The variables generated here were mostly growth 
analysis variables. Net assimilation rate, crop growth 
rate, relative growth rate, relative leaf growth rate and 
leaf area partitioning were estimated using the formulae 
described in the literature review. The first sampling 
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The interaction planting date x cultivar was highly-
significant. The partitioning of this interaction into 
single degree of freedom comparisons showed that contrasts 
08 and CI? were highly significant too. These contrasts 
were highly significant for seed number and both involved 
contrast CI, where planting dates 1 (PDl) and planting date 
2 (PD2) are compared. 
Plotting of the treatment means (Table A3), in the way 
shown in Fig. 5, showed that the interaction for seed yield 
was directional in nature for C8 and C17. In both con­
trasts, the old cultivar or cultivars produced larger seed 
yields in PDl, while the new cultivar or cultivars produced 
slightly larger seed yields in PD2. These yield differences 
are not likely to be significantly different, as the largest 
difference observed was 72 kg/ha. 
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time for all of these was around the V2 stage (Fehr and 
Caviness, 1977), while the second sampling time was at 
beginning seed. 
Specific leaf weight (SLW) was estimated as 
SLW = IA/LW, where LA is leaf area and LW is leaf weight. 
Rates of pod filling and length of the effective seed 
filling period were also estimated. 
The rate of pod filling (PER) was estimated as 
PFR = (PDW2-PDWl)/(t2-tl), where PDW represents pod weights 
per plant at time t. Time tl was around the beginning 
seed stage, while t2 was close to the full seed stage. 
The effective seed filling period (ESFP) was estimated 
as ESFP = WPS/(PFR/SNP), where WPS is weight per seed and 
SNP is seed number per plant. 
Accumulated heat units, solar radiation and 
physiological mean temperatures were estimated for the 
time periods involved in calculating the growth variables. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results and discussion section is presented in two 
separate parts, namely: Theses data and field experiment. 
Theses Data 
Table 2 shows the variables associated with this data 
set. The mean and the range for each variable are given 
for illustrative purposes. 
Linear relationships 
The correlations between environmental, phenological 
and management variables and yield are presented here for 
each Maturity Group, as genotype conditions plant response. 
Days from planting to specific phenological events 
The correlation coefficients between this variable and 
environmental and management variables are shown in Tables 
3, 4, and 5. 
Notice that neither accumulated daylength nor 
nightlength are shown in these tables. This is because 
these were consistently well correlated with duration of 
phenological events, but it is not possible to tell if this 
is a daylength effect or if the accumulated daylength or 
nightlength increases as a result of more days being spent 
at a particular phenological stage. 
Table 2. Variables used in both data sets. The mean and the range are for the 
thesis data set only 
Code Variable Name Mean Range 
PD Planting date (day of 
the year) 
136 116-160 
POP Planting density (plants 
X lOOO/ha) 
U-32 258-646 
ROW Row spacing (cm) 54 31-76 
MG Maturity Group 1-3 
DE Days to emergence 11 5-23 
DBB Days to beginning bloom 35-63 
DBS Days to beginning seed 80 62-106 
DPM Days to physiological maturity ll6 95-141 
YIELD Seed yield (kg/ha) 3370 2080-5462 
STEMP Maximum soil temperature 
at planting ( G) 
21 8-35 
SPE Solar radiation from plant­
ing to emergence (ly). 
5314 3047-12530 
SEBB Solar radiation from emer­
gence to beginning bloom (ly) 
19043 11829-28262 
SBBBS Solar radiation from begin­
ning bloom to beginning seed 
(ly) 
16779 8923-233449 
Table 2. (continued) 











Solar radiation from begin­
ning bloom to beginning 
seed (ly) 
Solar radiation from begin­
ning seed to physiological 
maturity (ly) 
Solar radiation from begin­
ning bloom to physiological 
maturity (ly) 
Solar radiation from planting 
to physiological maturity (ly) 
Solar radiation from emergence 
to physiological maturity (ly) 
Solar radiation from planting 
to beginning seed (ly) 
Solar radiation from emergence 
to beginning seed (ly) 
Heat units from planting to 
emergence 
Heat units from emergence to 
beginning bloom 
Heat units from beginning 






















Table 2. (continued) 











Heat units from beginning 
seed to physiological 
maturity 
Heat units from beginning 
bloom to physiological 
maturity 
Heat units from planting 
to physiological maturity 
Heat units from emergence 
to physiological maturity 
Heat units from planting to 
beginning seed 
Heat units from emergence 
to beginning seed 
Hail damage 
Stress index from emergence 
to beginning bloom 
Stress index from beginning 
bloom to physiological 
maturity 
Stress index from beginning 




















Table 2. (continued) 











Stress index from emergence 
to physiological maturity 
Vegetative phase (days) 
Reproductive phase (days) 
Days between emergence and 
physiological maturity 
Days between beginning bloom 
and beginning seed 
Days between beginning seed 
and physiological maturity 
Physiological mean temper­
ature from planting to 
emergence (°C) 
Physiological mean temper­
ature from planting to begin­
ning bloom 
Physiological mean temper­
ature from planting to begin­
ning seed 
Physiological mean temper­























Table 2. (continued) 









ature from emergence to 
beginning bloom 
Physiological mean temper­
ature from beginning bloom 
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Physiological mean temper­
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to beginning seed 
Physiological mean temper­
ature from beginning seed to 
physiological maturity 
Physiological mean temper­

















Table 3. Correlation coefficients between days from planting to specific 
phenological stages, yield and several variables in Maturity Group I 
Variable Days to Days to Days to Days to Seed 




phys iolo gic al 
Maturity 
yield 
STEMP -0.48 n.s. 
HPE 0.46 0.44 
TPE -0.64 0.36 
SPE 0.92 n.s. 
HPBB n.s. 0.28 
TPBB -0.95 n.s. 
SPBB 0.73 n.s. 
HPBS 0.71 n.s. 
TPBS -0.81 n.s. 
SPBS 0.60 
-0.29 






NPK n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.60 
ROW n. s. n.s. n.s. n.s. -0.4l 
POP n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
PD -0.83 -0.67 -0.50 -0.92 -0.18+ 
HAIL n.s. -0.61 
SIEBB 
-0.49 —0.46 n.s. n.s. 
SIBBPM n.s. n.s. 
-0.39 
SIBBBS -0.83 n.s. n.s. 
SIBSPM 0.43 -0.47 
SITOT 0.39 -0.44 
YIELD n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
^Non-signifieant at the 0.05 level and significant at the 0.13 level, 
respectively. 
Table 4. Correlation coefficients between days from planting to specific 
phenological stages, yield and several variables in Maturity Group II 
Variable Days to Days to Days to Days to Seed 
name emergence beginning beginning physiological yield 
bloom seed Maturity 
STEIWP -0.49 n.s. 
HPE 0.44 0.60 
TPE -0.67 0.38 
SPE 0.92 n.s. 
HPBB n.s. -0.26 
TPBB -0.96 n.s. 
SPBB 0.66 -0.26 
HPS S 0.70 -0.32 
TPBS -0.80 n.s. 
SPBS 0.61 -0.34 
HPPM 0.56 0.65 
TPPM -0.62 0.27 
SPPM 0.74 n.s. 
NPK n. sf" n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.52 
ROW n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. -0.42 
POP n 0 s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
PD -0.83 -0.66 -0.49 -0.94 -0.32 
HAIL n.s. 
-0.79 
SIEBB -0.56 -0.51 -0.4] n.s. 
SIBBPM n.s. n.s. n.s. 
SIBBBS 
-0.78 n.s. n.s. 
SIB8PM 0.37 -0.33 
SITOT n.s. 
-0.30 
YIELD n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
^Non-significant at the 0.05 level. 
Table 5- Correlation coefficients between days from planting to specific 
phenological stages, yield and several variables in Maturity 
Group III 
Variable Days to Days to Days to Days to Seed 
name emergence beginning beginning physiological yield 
bloom seed Maturity 
STEMP -0.47 n.s. 
HPE 0.41 0.71 
TPE -0.62 0.35 
SPE 0.89 n.s. 
HPBB -0.31 n.s. 
TPBB 
-0.93 n.s. 
SPBB 0.61 n.s. 
HPBS 0.79 -0.40 
TPBS -0.90 n.s. 
SPSS 0.82 
-0.27 
HPPM 0.67 O065 
TPPM -0.27 0.31 
SPPM 0.82 n.s. 
NPK n. s^ n.s. -0.49 n.s. 0.42 
ROW n. s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
-0.37 
POP n. s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
PD -0.83 
-0.77 -0.66 -0.97 -0.43 
HAIL n. 8. 
-0.77 
SIEBB 
-0.33 -0.45 n.s. n.s. 
SIBBPM n.s. n.s. n.s. 
SIBBBS n.s. n.s. n.s. 
SIBSPM 0.47 -0.30 
SITOT n.s. 
-0.27 
YIELD n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.35 
^Non-significant at the 0.05 level. 
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The number of days from planting to emergence (DE) 
had similar correlation coefficients with a specific 
variable over all Maturity Groups. This indicates that 
there was no Maturity Group effects on DE. 
The largest correlation coefficients for DE were 
obtained with SPE (r = 0.89 to 0.92), planting date 
(r = -0.83) and TPE (r = 0.62 to 0.6?). 
The high correlation between DE and SPE is difficult 
to explain. More insolation in the preemergence period 
could cause the top soil to dry and slow down germination 
and emergence. It is more likely, however, that SPE is 
only a variant of DE. That is, as more days are spent in 
emergence, more solar radiation is accumulated. 
The negative correlation between DE and planting date 
(PD), DE and TPE and DE and SOILT are straightforward. 
This indicates that as soybeans are planted earlier, more 
DE are required, mainly because of cold air and soil 
temperatures. 
The number of days from planting to beginning bloom 
(DBS) was best correlated with TPBB(r = -0.93 to -O.96). 
Accumulated heat units were only significant for Maturity 
Group III (r = -O.31). The sign of the correlation between 
HPBB and DBS appears to be real, but as will be seen later, 
it is the exception, rather than the rule. No other 
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negative correlations between heat units and crop 
phenology were found. When the mean daily heat units for 
a given period were used, strong negative correlations 
with crop phenology were found in all cases. 
Compared with southern soybean cultivars, the 
cultivars used here are early. It is considered that DBB 
in early cultivars is more responsive to temperature than 
to photoperiod (Lawn and Byth, 1973» Major et al. 1975)-
This would explain, at least in part, why TPBB was so 
closely associated with DBB. Recently, Summerfield and 
Roberts (1984) have pointed out that photoperiodic 
responses can be readily modified by temperature. 
It is not clear, however, why the physiological mean 
temperature (T) was better correlated with DBB than heat 
units. It could be that the base temperature is not 
adequate for these cultivars or that T is a better 
indicator variable. 
Solar radiation, which was well-correlated with 
daylength (r = O.69). was the second best correlated 
variable with DBB, 
The number of days from planting to beginning seed 
(DBS) was best related to the physiological mean 
temperature for the period (r = -0.80 to -O.9O), followed 
by heat units (r = O.7O to 0.79)» and solar radiation 
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(r = 0.60 to 0.82). The correlations in Maturity Groups 
I and II were the same for a given environmental variable, 
while the larger correlation was always seen in Maturity 
Group III. It may be safe to conclude that DBS is less 
responsive to the environmental factors studied in the 
earlier cultivars as compared to the late cultivars. The 
mean DBS for Maturity Groups I, II and III was 75• 78, and 
87 days, respectively. 
Days from planting to physiological maturity (DPM) was 
highly correlated with planting date (PD) in all Maturity 
Groups (r = 0.92, 0.9^, and 0.97 for increasing Maturity 
Group number, respectively). The correlation between DPM 
and the total amount of solar radiation received from 
planting to physiological maturity was also high (r = 0.7^ 
to 0.82). 
The physiological mean temperature for the period 
(TPPM) was well correlated with DPM in Maturity Groups I 
and II, but a very low correlation was obtained in Maturity 
Group III. 
The excellent correlation between DPM and PD indicates 
that DPM is determined to a great extent by environmental 
factors. The increasing degree of association between DPM 
and PD as Maturity Group increases, indicates that in late 
maturing cultivars DPM is more controlled by the 
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environment. 
In this study, fertility levels had little influence 
on days to specific phenological events. Dunphy (1972) 
concluded that soil fertility is more likely to influence 
seed yield than crop development. 
The stress index accumulated in the vegetative phase 
(SIEBB) was negatively correlated with DBS. Although not 
many references are available to sustantiate that drought 
stress accelerates the onset of flowering, this statement 
has evolutionary significance. It could be that, if stress 
is mild, as it was in this study, the plant will go into 
flowering sooner and produce at least a few flowers which 
could become seeds. Bramel (1980) reported that flowering 
and total node number development occurred sooner under 
mild drought stress. 
Apparently, the amount of drought stress accumulated 
in the seed filling period (SIBSPM) was consistently 
related to DPM in all Maturity Groups. This correlation 
was, however, positive. It is believed that drought stress 
at the end of the reproductive period hastens senescence, 
but the positive correlation between SIBSPM and DPM may 
be real if the drought stress happened early in the seed 
filling period. 
Row spacing (ROW) and plant population (POP) were not 
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significantly related to any phenological event. These 
findings were consistent with results found by Buhr (1971)> 
but Sesay (1972) found that both ROW and POP influenced 
crop phenology. Morahagan (1970) reported that plant 
population influenced crop phenology in late soybean 
cultivars. 
Duration of specific phenological stages The 
duration of the periods from emergence to beginning bloom 
(VP), beginning bloom to physiological maturity (RP), 
beginning bloom to beginning seed (DBBBS), seed filling 
period (DBSPM) and emergence to physiological maturity 
(VCRC) is examined here. No tables are shown. 
VP was best related to the physiological mean 
temperature from emergence to beginning bloom (TEBB) than 
to heat units or solar radiation for the same period. The 
correlation coefficients for increasing Maturity Group were 
-0.74, -0.71 and -0.51» This indicates that VP is more 
influenced by temperature in the earlier cultivars 
(Maturity Groups I and II). 
The correlations between VP and TEBB were not too 
high, however. Some of the variation in VP could be 
attributted to photoperiod, as many literature sources 
recognize its importance in inducing flowering. 
The duration of all phenological events in the 
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reproductive phase (RP, DBBBS, and DBSPM) and the total 
length of the plant's life cycle (VPRP) were best related 
to accumulated heat units in these periods (r = 0.84-0.97)• 
The lowest correlation was obtained with physiological 
mean temperature (r = -0.33 to -0.73), while the 
relationship with solar radiation was second in closeness 
(r = 0.76 to 0.91). 
Thus, it appears that the effect of photoperiod is 
smaller in the duration of phenological events involving 
the reproductive phase. 
The effect of photoperiod is probably stronger in the 
preflowering phase (R.J. Summerfield, personal 
communication, Ames Iowa, 1984). 
Planting date (PD) and fertilization level (NPK) were 
the only management factors related to duration of 
phenological events. Delayed planting caused reductions 
in DBSPM, RP and VPRP in all Maturity Groups (r = -0.52 to 
-0.93), while higher NPK resulted in shorter RP 
(r = -0.29 to -0.58). 
Delayed planting has been recognized to cause 
reductions in RP (Scott and Aldrich, 1983), but the 
fertility level is more likely to affect seed yield 
(Dunphy, 1972). 
Delayed planting caused decreases in VP and DBBBS in 
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Maturity Group III only. It is worth noting that 
reductions in DBSPM in Maturity Group III were less 
correlated to PD (r = -0.52) than in Maturity Group I 
(r = -0.71) and Maturity Group II (r = -0.73). This 
response is consistent with the advise that a full season 
cultivar be used in late soybean plantings. The smaller 
association between DBSPM and PD results in a larger seed 
filling period and seed yield. The risk of frost injury 
is increased, however. 
VP and VPRP were the durations best correlated to 
Maturity Group (r = O.7I and O.50, respectively). DBBBS 
and DBSPM had smaller, yet significant, correlations with 
Maturity Group (r = O.16 and 0.I8, respectively). 
Hail damage decreased DBSPM in all the Maturity 
Groups. The degree of association increased as the 
Maturity Group increased (r = -0.37. -O.51 and -O.69, 
respectively). 
The presence of drought stress tended to shorten the 
VP and to increase the length of the RP. The duration 
of the seed filling period was increased with drought 
stress in the first two Maturity Groups (r = O.69 and 
0.37, respectively), but no significant effects were found 
in Maturity Group III. It is obvious that extended DBSPM 
due to drought stress will not result in higher yields. 
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Also, there sould be a point were the intensity of drought 
accelerates the onset of leaf senescence. This, however, 
should not be considered as a decrease in DBSPM, but as 
premature senescence of the plant. 
DBBBS was negatively related to the amount of drought 
stress accumulated in that period in Maturity Groups I 
and II (r = -0.68 and -0,29. respectively), but the 
relationship was non-significant in Maturity Group III. 
Brown and Chapman (i960) found that drought stress during 
flowering caused faster rates of flower production, but 
the duration of flowering was shorter. 
Thus, the Maturity Groups responded differentially 
to drought stress and the degree of association in each 
Maturity Group was consistent with Medersky et al. (1973) 
and Karimi-Abdachi (1979) results. They found that later 
cultivars yielded more than earlier cultivars when drought 
stress was present. This could be due to the decreasing 
association between DBSPM and SIBSPM as Maturity Group 
increases. 
Seed yield The number of days from planting to 
physiological maturity (DPM) was significantly related to 
seed yield (YIELD) in Maturity Group III only (r = 0.35)' 
DE, DBB and DBS were not significantly related to YIELD 
in any Maturity Group (Tables 3, ^  and 5)-
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Some researchers have found positive correlations 
between days to physiological maturity and seed yield 
(Green et al., 1977; Buzzel and Buttery, 1977; Metz et 
al., 1984). 
The duration of the period from beginning bloom to 
beginning seed was consistently related to YIELD in all 
Maturity Groups (r = -0.20, -0.28 and -0.43 for increasing 
Maturity Group number). It is clear that the degree of 
association increased with Maturity Group. No other 
duration of a phenological stage was better correlated 
to YIELD in Maturity Group I than DBBBS. 
The duration of the seed filling period (DBSPM) was 
not significantly correlated to YIELD in Maturity Group I, 
but it was the duration best correlated to YIELD in 
Maturity Groups II (r = 0.48) and III (r = 0.74). 
The duration of the seed filling period (DBSPM) has 
been widely recognized as an important determinant of seed 
yield (Hanway and Weber, 1971; Dunphy et al., 1979; 
Wandrey, 1984). 
The close association between DBSPM and drought stress 
in that period (r = O.69) may have caused the correlation 
YIELD-DBSPM to.be non-significant in Maturity Group I. 
The most important factor affecting DBSPM may be 
planting date. It was shown before that delayed planting 
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resulted in decreases in DBSPM, while using a later 
cultivar resulted in larger VP, but DBSPM was not affected. 
This explains why there was little correlation between 
cultivar or Maturity Group and YIELD. The DBSPM did not 
change with Maturity Group, but with PD. 
The duration of the reproductive phase (RP) and the 
duration of the period from emergence to physiological 
maturity (VPRP) were also positively correlated to YIELD 
in Maturity Groups II and III only. The value of the 
correlation coefficient was DBSPM > RP > VPRP, however, 
which indicates that those correlations are significant 
mostly because DBSPM is a part of RP and VPRP. 
Fertilization level (NPK) was significantly related 
to YIELD in a decreasing fashion as Maturity Group 
increased (r = 0.60, 0.52, and 0.4-2, respectively). 
Apparently the early cultivars showed more response to NPK. 
The relationship between planting date (PD) and YIELD 
was negative and stronger as Maturity Group increased 
(r = -0.18, -0.32 and -0.4-3, respectively). This indicates 
that yield response to PD is more linear in late cultivars 
than in early cultivars. Data presented by Shroyer (1978) 
showed that seed yield shows an optimum response to PD 
in early cultivars, while in later maturing cultivars the 
response was more linear. 
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Row spacing (ROW) was negatively correlated to YIELD 
in all Maturity Groups, with the smaller correlation in 
Maturity Group III (r = -0.37). The response to narrow 
rows may be a cultivar characteristic. In the south, no 
response to narrow rows has been found. They use cultivars 
of Maturity Groups larger than III. Narrow rows are 
recognized to increase soybean yields in the com belt 
(Shibles and Weber, 1966; Shroyer, 1978; Shroyer, 198O). 
Plant population (POP) was not significantly related 
to seed yield in any Maturity Group. Using 76 cm rows, 
Stivers and Swearingin (1980) found no yield differences 
among treatments having 18.0, l4.1 and 10.5 plants per 
meter. These treatments correspond to 236,000, 186,000, 
and 136,000 plants/ha, respectively. 
Lueschen and Hicks (1977) concluded that northem 
soybean cultivars have little response to plant 
populations. Southern soybean cultivars appear to respond 
more to plant populations (Enyi, 1973)' 
Hail damage (HAIL) was negatively correlated with 
YIELD. Higher correlation coefficients were found in 
Maturity Groups II and III (r values of -0.79 and -0.77, 
respectively). 
Buhr (1971) reported that the early cultivars have 
had less hail damage as those were already mature when the 
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hail storm happened. Sesay (1972) gave higher hail 
damage ratings the later the cultivar. 
It was found that the total amount of drought stress 
(SITOT) and SIBSPM were significantly related to YIELD in 
all three Maturity Groups. Interestingly, the degree of 
association decreased as Maturity Group increased. This is 
in agreement with results by Mederski et al., (1973)i and 
Karimi-Abdachi (1979). They found that later cultivars 
showed less reduction in seed yield as compared with early 
soybean cultivars. 
In general, YIELD was better correlated to SIBSPM 
(r = -0.30 to -0.47) than to SITOT (r = -0.27 to -0.#). 
The seed filling period has been recognized as the most 
sensitive to drought stress in indeterminate soybeans 
(Laing, 1966) and it was not surprising to have the largest 
correlation between YIELD and SIBSPM. 
Another factor contributing to the consistent 
relationship between SIBSPM and YIELD was that most of 
the drought stress was concentrated in the seed filling 
period. The mean values for SIEBB, SIBBBS and SIBSPM were 
0.13, 5*86 and 36.70, respectively (Table 2). 
Some reports (Runge and Odell, 196O5 Odell, 1969) 
indicate that below average rainfall around flowering 
may increase YIELD in soybeans. It was shown before that 
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SIBBBS reduced DBBBS in this study and that DBBBS was 
negatively correlated to YIELD. This could be one of the 
mechanisms by which drought stress enhances YIELD in 
soybeans. 
The best correlations between YIELD and environmental 
variables per se were obtained with HPE (r = 0.44 to O.71), 
and HBSPM (r = 0.24 to 0.74). In both cases, the 
correlation increased as the Maturity Group increased. 
The positive correlation between HPE and YIELD 
results from HPE being negatively correlated to planting 
date. Early planting is recognized to result in larger 
soybean yields. 
It is clear that HBSPM correlates well with YIELD 
because of the overall high correlation between DBSPM and 
HBSPM (r = 0.97). The lower correlation between HBSPM and 
YIELD in Maturity Group I results from the non-significant 
correlation between DBSPM and YIELD in this Maturity Group. 
The correlations between YIELD and TBSPM were also 
high, but the degree of correlation decreased with 
Maturity Group (r = -0.62, -O.65 and -0.52, respectively). 
This could indicate that high temperatures are more 
deleterious in early cultivars than in late cultivars. 
HPPM was also well related to YIELD, specially in the 
later maturing cultivars (r = O.65 for Maturity Groups 
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II and III). This provides more evidence to claim that 
later maturing cultivars are more heat tolerant. 
Quadratic relationships 
The inclusion of a quadratic term was significant in 
about 50% of the cases, but the relationships 
DBSPM-SIBSPM, RP-SIBBPM, YIELD-SEPM, YIELD-SIBSPM and 
YIELD-SITOT were the only ones where the quadratic term 
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was significant in all the Maturity Groups. The R values 
for these five relationships ranged from 0.28 to O.78 and 
improvements of 0.20 to 0.40 R were observed due to the 
inclusion of the quadratic term. 
Both SIBSPM and SITOT showed a positive relationship 
with YIELD up to a stress index value of about 20 and 
declined thereafter. The relationship seems real, as it 
was consistent in each Maturity Group. 
Thompson (1963) concluded that rainfall and 
temperature were related to yield in a curvilinear fashion 
in both com and soybeans. Ruiz-Vega (1982) found that 
soybean yields were curvilinearly related to a stress 
index similar to the one used here. 
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Crop phenology and yield modelling 
The general procedure for model building was 
described in Materials and Methods. 
Table 6 shows the best models generated. It was not 
possible to incorporate the interaction planting date x 
2 Maturity Group in any model and still have a large R . 
The correlation coefficient, the standard deviation, and 
the bias between predicted and observed values obtained 
when the models were applied to an independent data set 
are shown. The independent data set was formed with the 
planting date studies done by Dr. D.E. Green and 
collaborators at Iowa State University. The last column 
of the table shows the multiple determination coefficient 
obtained with the data used to generate the model. 
It is stressed that the primary objective in model 
building here is not prediction, but a better 
understanding of the effects and relative importance of 
the predictor variables. 
Days from planting to beginning bloom The 
relationship between the number of days from 
planting to beginning bloom (DBS) and the predictor 
variables, physiological mean temperature from planting 
to beginning bloom (TPBB) and Maturity Group (MG), had 
the expression DBS = 197*56-2.38 TPBB + 6.26 MG. 
Table 6. Regression models for crop phenology and seed yield 
Model r STD bias 
DBB = 197.56 - 2.38 TPBB + 6.26 MG 0.86 4.6 2.5 0.89 
DBS = 167.87 - 2.00 TPBB + 6.86 MG + 
4.6E2 HBBBS 
NA^ NA NA 0.89 
DPM = 221.79 - 2.44 TPBB + 6.80 MG + 
0.03 HBBPM 
0.85 5.5 5.7 0.88 
VP = 140.58 - 1.68 TEBB - 0.16 DLF + 
O.IE-2 SEBB 
0.87 3.2 3.9 0.80 
RP = 16.72 + 0.21 SIBBPM +0.03 
HBBPM 
0.69 2.3 3.9 0.93 
DBBBS = + 0.05 HBBBS +0.21 SIBBBS -
3.41 
NA NA NA 0.88 
DBSPM = 6.82 + 0.04 HBSPM + 1.4E~^ 
SIBSPM 
NA NA NA 0.94 
YIELD = 1078.62 - 10.81 Row + 1313.59 
NPK + 15.86 DBSPM - 229.83 
HAIL +^21.35 SIBSPM - 0.09 
SIBSPM^ 
0.90 239 -897 0.74 
^Days to beginning seed data not available. 
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Figure 3 shows the scatter plot of the DBB as 
predicted "by the model and the DBB observed in the 
independent data set. The correlation coefficient between 
observed and predicted values was 0.86, the STD = 4.6 days 
and the bias = 2.5 days. Thus, the average estimation 
error was 4.6 days, sign ignored. The model tended to 
overestimate DBB by 2.5 days. 
The sign of both predictor variables was congruent 
with the correlations discussed before. 
How is it possible that daylength is not included in 
the model, yet a suitable model can still be developed? 
As seen before, the correlations between DBB and TPBB by 
Maturity Group were very high (Tables 3 through 5), but 
the regression model for all three Maturity Groups combined 
gave an r = 0.43. When Maturity Group was included as a 
2 predictor variable an R =0.89 was obtained. Thus, 
Maturity Group is not accounting for any daylength effect, 
as the correlation between DBB and TPBB Maturity Group was 
high. Maturity Group is only adjusting the position of 
each data point to a common regression line. It appears 
that TPBB is accounting somehow for the photoperiodic 
effect. We will return to this problem later when the 
length of the vegetative phase is discussed. 
In order to know the relative contribution of each 
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Pig. 3• Relationship between predicted and observed days 
to beginning bloom. The numbers refer to Maturity 
Group designation 
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predictor variable to the reduction of the model's error, 
beta weights were calculated. First, each variable was 
standarized by subtracting its respective mean and then 
dividing by its STD. Next, the beta weights were 
estimated by multiple regression. Thus, these beta weights 
are standarized regression coefficients. The square of the 
beta weights is proportional to the variation accounted for 
by a particular predictor variable (Kachigan, 1982). A 
similar method was described by Li (1975)• In this method 
the beta weights are multiplied by the correlation 
coefficient between the predictor variable and the 
dependent variable. 
As an example, the beta weights for TPBB and Maturity 
Group were -0.77 and 0.68, respectively. The correlations 
between DBS and TPBB, and between DBB and Maturity Group 
were -0.66 and O.56, respectively. Thus, the total 
contribution of all the predictor variables (R 0(l2)) 
toward the determination of DBB is R^0(12) = pOl rlO + 
p02 r20, where pOl and p02 are beta weights or path 
coefficients for TPBB and Maturity Group, respectively; 
and rlO and r20 are the correlations between TPBB and DBB, 
and between Maturity Group and DBB, respectively. For this 
specific example: R^0(12) = (-0.77)(-0.66) + (0.68)(0.56) = 
0.51 * 0.38 = 0.89. Thus, TPBB is accounting for 51% of 
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the variation in DBS, while Maturity Group is accounting 
for 38% of the variation in DBB. R^0(12) = 0.89» which 
is the R shown in Table 6. This method will be used 
throughout most of the rest of this subchapter. 
When the predictor variables are highly inter-
correlated, the value of the correlation coefficients, 
and even the sign, may change as the variables are entered 
into the model. This means redundant information is being 
included in the model. 
The correlation coefficient between TPBB and Maturity 
Group was O.16, which was significant at the 0.05 level. 
When Maturity Group was added to the model already 
containing TPBB, however, the changes in the regression 
coefficient and intercept were within the confidence 
interval for these. 
Table 7 shows the multiple regression analysis for 
DBB. A detailed discussion of the table follows. 
The mathematical model for DBB is DBB = bo + blTPBB + 
b2 MG + el2, where the b's represent the regression 
coefficients and el2 represents the error. 
The F value for the model tests hypothesis Ho; 
bO = bl = b2 = bk = 0 vs Ha: not all b = 0. That is, if 
any "b" is different from zero, the F value will be 
significant. In order to find out if all b's are different 
Table 7. Regression analysis of days from planting to beginning bloom (DBB) 
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from zero, a t test can be applied. This test has the 
expression t = bk/std bk, which is shown at the bottom of 
Table 7. 
If one concludes that bk = 0 for some variable Xk, 
this not necessarily means that Xk is not related to Y. 
It only means that when this variable is added last to the 
model, the marginal contribution of Xk in further reducing 
the error sum of squares is negligible (Neter et al., 
1982).  
The partial sum of squares is the amount of variation 
accounted for by the variable when it is added last in the 
model. The significant F values following the partial sum 
of squares in Table 7 indicate that both predictor 
variables are important to this regression equation. This 
also indicates that these predictor variables are not 
highly intercorrelated. 
The standard deviation (STD) is proportional to the 
variance of the Y populations about the regression line 
and a more appropiate name could be "standard deviation 
about regression". If a confidence interval for the mean 
response to specific levels of x is desired, two other 
sources of variation in Y, besides STD, have to be 
considered. These are the errors involved in estimating 
the intercept and the slope of the regression line 
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(Kachigan, 1982). 
The confidence interval for the mean response has the 
expression C.I. = Y + t(std Y), where the estimated STD of 
Y (std Y) is a complex expression involving the variances 
and covariances of the regression coefficients and the 
specified levels of the independent variables (Neter et 
al., 1982). For a number of observations > 100, however, 
the STD can provide aproximate confidence intervals, as 
the errors in estimating the slope and the intercept become 
small relative to the STD. For such large samples, the 
prediction errors are expected to be within Î I.96 STD 
(Kachigan, 1982). 
The multiple determination coefficient (R^) represents 
the proportion of total sum of squares (SS) accounted for 
by the model, e. g . ,  R^= SS model/SS total. 
2 The R does not tell us anything about the appropri-
atness of the model, i.e., if the assumptions about the 
errors (residuals) have been met. 
The residuals (ei) are the differences between what is 
actually observed and what is predicted by the regression 
A 
equation, that is ei = Yi - Yi. 
In performing a regression analysis, certain 
assumptions about the residuals have to be met. The usual 
assumptions are hat the residuals are normally and 
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independently distributed with zero mean and constant 
variance. The assumption of normality is required for 
making F tests. If the fitted model is correct, the 
residuals will show tendencies that tend to confirm or 
deny the assumptions made (Draper and Smith, 1981). 
For most types of biological data, however, the 
failure of the data to fulfill the above requirements are 
unimportant (Steel and Torrie, I98O). 
Fig. 4 shows the plot of the residuals vs the 
predicted values for DBS. It is seen that the residuals 
met the assumptions, as the distribution of these is 
uniform around the zero line. 
Days from planting to beginning seed The number 
of days to beginning seed (DBS) was a function of TPBB, 
Maturity Group (MG) and the amount of heat units 
accujnulated from beginning bloom to beginning seed (HBBBS). 
Notice that this model is an extension of the model 
for DBB. TPBB and Maturity Group determine the number of 
days to beginning bloom, while HBBBS determine the duration 
of the period from beginning bloom to beginning seed. The 
maximum correlation between predictor variables was 
observed between TPBB and HBBS (r = 0.42). 
The model for DBS is shown in Table 6. It was not 
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Fig. 4. Plot of residuals versus predicted days to 
to beginning bloom. Legend: A = 1 observation, 
B = 2 observations, etc. 
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set. No DBS records were kept in those experiments. 
Table 8 shows the regression analysis for DBS. The 
was 0.88 and the STD was 3-3 days. Thus, 95% of the 
prediction errors are expected to be between + I.96 STD or 
6.5 days above or below the true value. 
Maturity Group and TPBB explained similar amounts of 
variation in DBS (31 and 30^, respectively), while HBBBS 
explained 27^ of the variation in DBS. 
In another model tested, DBS = 185.71 - 2.2? TPBB + 
6.13 MG + 0.05 HBBBS +0.32 SIBBBS, where SIBBBS is the 
drought stress index accumulated from beginning bloom to 
2 beginning seed, an R =0.91 and a STD = 2.9 days resulted. 
All the partial SS for these predictor variables were 
significant at the 0.0001 level. The first model was 
preferred, however, for reasons apparent in the next 
section. 
Days from planting to physiological maturity (DPM) 
were again a function of TPBB and Maturity Group, plus the 
accumulated heat units from beginning bloom to 
physiological maturity (HBBPM). The complete equation 
describing DPM as a function of these variables is given in 
Table 6 . Here, TPBB accounted for kOfo of the variation in 
DPM while HBBBS accounted for 30% of such variation. 
Maturity Group accounted for only 19^ of the variation in 
Table 8. Regression analysis of days from planting to beginning seed (DBS) 
2 Source d.f. Sum of squares F value Pr > F R C.V. 
Model 3 16961.95 521.15 0.0001 0.88 4.12 
Error 212 2300.00 STD DBS mean 
Total 215 19261.96 3.29 79.85 
Source d.f. Partial sum of F value Pr > F 
squares 
TPBB 1 3890.12 358.57 0.0001 
MG 1 6700.24 617.59 0.0001 
HBBBS 1 2956.72 272.53 
Parameter Estimate t for Ho : 
parameter = 0 
Pr > t standard error 
of estimate 
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The maximum intercorrelation "between predictor 
variables was between TPBB and HBBPM where an r = 0.49 was 
observed. 
The evaluation of this model by the independent data 
set gave an r = 0.85 a bias of 5«7 days, and a STD = 5-6 
days (Table 6). 
The inclusion of highly intercorrelated predictor 
variables in a model often results in variation in the 
regression coefficients as the variables are entered into 
the model. In this model, the variation in the regression 
coefficients was within the upper bound of the confidence 
interval for the regression coefficients for the DBB model 
(Table 9). In the model for DBS, only the lower bound of 
the confidence interval for the regression coefficient 
of Maturity Group was within the confidence interval for 
the DBB model (Table 7). 
It is apparent that the regression coefficients for 
DBS were less stable than those for DPM, despite the higher 
intercorrelation between the predictor variables in DPM. 
This indicates that probably those correlations were 
greately influenced by chance. 
It was considered, however, that the variation in 
the regression coefficients was not high enough as to 
Table 9. Regression analysis for days from planting to physiological maturity (DPM) 
Source d.f. Sum of squares F value Pr > F R^ G.V. 
Model 3 20292.76 5^3.79 0.0001 0.88 3.03 
Error 212 2637.0? STD DPM mean 
Total 215 22929.83 3.52 116.14 
Source d.f. Partial sum of 
squares 
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justify effort to use another method to estimate the 
coefficient, e.g., ridge regression. 
Another model tested was: DPM = 244.6 - 2.6 TPBB + 
6.31 MG + 0.02 HBBPM +0.0? SIBBPM, where SIBBPM is the 
drought stress index accumulated during the reproductive 
period. It had an = 0.94 and a STD = 2.5 days. When 
this model was evaluated by the independent data set, a 
large bias and STD were obtained. This could be attributed 
to a smaller drought stress in the independent data set. 
The independent data set had a range of SIBBPM values from 
0.30 to 7.75. 
Thus, it appears that these models are restricted to a 
specific range of drought stress. The range of drought 
stress for these models is shown in Table 2. 
Length of the vegetative -phase The length of this 
phenological period (VP) was adequately described by a 
model involving TEBB, SEBB and a daylength factor (DLF). 
The DLF was estimated as DLF = DE - DCP, where DE is the 
date of emergence and DCP is the date at which the critical 
photoperiod occurs for each Maturity Group. Both DE and 
DCP were expressed as the day of the year at which they 
occurred. 
The critical photoperiods for Maturity Groups I, II 
and III were 15•5i 15-0 and l4.5 hours, respectively. 
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These are critical photoperiods for greenhouse conditions 
(I.e. Anderson, personal communication, ISU, 1984). 
Table 6 shows the model for VC. Increases in solar 
radiation increased VP, while larger DLF and TEBB 
decreased it. 
The intensity of solar radiation has not been directly 
associated with crop phenology. Aitken (197^) concluded 
that solar radiation may influence development in 
environments with high radiation, but with moderate to 
high heat loss. Such environments are found at high 
latitudes or altitudes. There, solar radiation may rise 
the temperature of exposed plant parts. In continuous 
light, however, most phytochome responses depend strongly 
on light intensity (Schopter, 1984). 
Aitken (1974) found negative, but non-significant, 
correlations between solar radiation and length of the 
life cycle of peas, oats and barley in thirteen different 
growing seasons around the world (r = -0.40 to -0.60). 
The growing season was defined by her as "the number of 
consecutive months during the year that are favorable for 
active plant growth because of sufficient water and 
favorable temperature". 
The direct relationship between solar radiation and 
VP is congiruent with the simple correlations discussed 
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before. Solar radiation was highly correlated with 
daylength, which in turn was highly correlated with VP. 
There is no way to tell if solar radiation is having a 
real effect on VP or if solar radiation is only a slightly 
different version of VP. 
The DLF was negatively related to VP(r = -0.62). This 
means that the farther away emergence occurs from the 
critical daylength date, the sooner flowering will occur. 
In the Ames area, 1^.5 hour daylengths are seen by mid May, 
but Maturity Groups I and II are not photoinduced because 
they are in the basic vegetative phase (EVP), where induction 
cannot occur. By the time they are out of the BVP the days 
are longer than their critical photoperiods. As the days 
get shorter after the summer solstice, flowering induction 
occurs first in Maturity Group I, and so forth. 
The effect of temperature was to decrease VP. This 
effect has been discussed before. 
Evaluation of the model for VP by the independent data 
set gave an r = 0.87, a STD = 3.2 days and a bias of 3*9 
days (Table 6), 
Table 10 shows the regression analysis for VP, as well 
as the confidence intervals for the regression 
coefficients. According to the beta weights, TEBB 
explained only 18% of the variation in VP, while DLF and 
Table 10. Regression analysis for the vegetative phase (VP) 
o 
Source d.f. Sum of squares F value Pr > F R C.V. 
Model 3 6866.87 409.82 0.0001 0.85 6.3? 
Error 212 1184.09 STD VP mean 
Total 215 8050.96 2.36 37.01 
Source d.f. Partial sum of F value Pr > F 
squares 
TEBB 1 2377.05 425.59 0.0001 
DLF 1 1855.98 332.30 0.0001 
SEBB 1 2245.25 401.99 0.0001 
Parameter Estimate t for Ho: Pr > t Standard error 0.95 confidence 
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SEBB explained 34 and 28^ of the variation in VP, 
respectively. 
Length of the reproductive phase and its components 
The reproductive phase (BP) can be subdivided into 
beginning bloom to beginning seed (DBBBS) and seed filling 
periods (DBSPM). 
The models for RP, DBBBS and DBSPM were very similar, 
each one involving heat units and the respective drought 
stress index (Table 6). Both heat unit and drought stress 
terms were positively related to these phenologioal stages. 
The effect of heat units is not to increase the length 
of any given phenologioal stage. This positive correlation 
only indicates that for this particular latitude (Ames 
area) a given amount of heat units are required to go 
through a particular phenologioal stage. This amount 
changes with planting date and genotype because of 
differential response to photoperiod. 
Moderate drought stress occurring during the early part 
of pod formation through early seed filling may result in 
increased duration. According to the beta weights, the 
effect of drought stress was small compared to the effect 
of heat units, however. 
Table 11 shows the amount of heat units required for 













Heat units requirements for the completion of several phenological 
stages for different Maturity Groups and planting dates 
Maturity Vegetative Reproductive Beginning bloom to Seed filling 
Group period period beginning seed period 
I 596 1553 711 842 
II 637 1576 732 844 
III 812 1541 760 781 
I 641 1504 692 812 
II 698 l48i 701 780 
III 850 1473 698 775 
I 610 1468 701 767 
II 673 1444 670 774 
III 899 1324 672 652 
I 670 1343 641 702 
II 709 1345 688 657 
III 921 1231 612 619 
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to planting date and Maturity Group. These heat unit 
requirements are the average of the number of heat units 
accumulated at a particular duration in the three years of 
study. 
Evaluation of RP by the independent data set gave an 
r = 0.69, STD = 2.3 and a bias of 3.9 days. This STD was 
the lowest obtained for all the models evaluated in both 
relative and absolute values (Table 6). The relative 
standard deviation (RSTD), which is not shown in Table 6, 
was estimated as RSTD = STD/(mean + bias). 
Evaluation of DBBBS and DBSPM by the independent data 
set was not possible, as no data on days to beginning seed 
were available. 
Tables 12 through l4 show the regression analysis for 
RP, DBBBS and DBSPM, as well as the confidence intervals 
for the regression coefficients. 
Seed yield Seed yield per unit area (YIELD) was a 
function of row spacing, fertilization level, duration of 
the seed filling period and drought stress during the seed 
filling period when all Maturity Groups were considered 
(Table 6). When the regression coefficients for this model 
were obtained for each Maturity Group, considerable changes 
resulted. The more stable coefficients were those for 
row spacing, and DBSPM. 
Table 12. Regression analysis for the reproductive phase (RP) 
Source d.f. Sum of squares F value Pr > F R^ C.V. 
Model 2 6887.72 1997.5 0.0001 0.95 1.94 
Error 213 367.23 STD RP mean 
Total 215 7254.96 1.31 67.76 
Source d.f. Partial sum of F value Pr > 
squares 
HBBPM 1 4639.44 452.00 0.0001 
SIBBPM 1 779.29 2690.96 0.0001 
Parameter Estimate t for Ho; Pr > t Standard error 0.95 confidence 
estimate = 0 of estimate interval 





HBBBS 0.05 21.26 0.0001 0 .02E 1 0.49E"1-0.57E"1 
SIBBBS 0.03 51.87 0.0001 0 .06E"2 0.522^1-0.34E"1 
Table 13. Regression analysis for the period from beginning bloom to beginning seed 
(DBBBS) 
Source d.f. Sum of squares F value Pr > P R^ C.V. 
Model 2 3592.25 814.72 0.0001 0.88 4.71 
Error 213 469.58 STD DBBBS mean 
Total 215 4061.83 1.48 31.47 
Source d.f. Partial sum of F value Pr > F 
squares 
HBBBS 1 3591.75 1629.21 0.0001 
SIBBBS 1 458.31 207.89 0.0001 
Parameter Estimate t for Ho ! Pr > t Standard error 0.95 confidence 
estimate = 0 of estimate interval 
Intercept -3.401 -3.89 d.OOOl 0 
00 
1.69-5.11 
HBBBS 0.091 40.36 0.0001 0 .OlE'l 0.46E~^-0.50E~^ 
SIBBBS 0.241 14.42 0.0001 0 .17E~^ 0.21-0.28 
Table l4. Regression analysis for the duration of the seed filling period (DBSPM) 
Source d.f. Sum of squares F value Pr > F R^ C.V. 
Model 2 10562.83 1584.87 0.0001 0.94 5.03 
Error 213 709.80 STD DBSPM mean 
Total 215 11272.63 1.83 36.29 
Source d.f. Partial sum of F value Pr > F 
squares 
HBSPM 1 9587.05 2876.93 0.0001 
SIBSPM 1 44.12 13.24 0.0003 
Parameter Estimate t for Ho s Pr > t Standard error 0.95 confidence 
estimate = 0 of estimate interval 
Intercept 6.78 12.58 0.0001 0 .54 5.73-7.84 
HBSPM 0.04 53.64 0.0001 0 .07E"2 0.38E"1-0.40E"1 
SIBSPM 0.l4E"l 3.64 0.0003 0 .04E"1 0.06E"1-0.22E"1 
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Evaluation of this yield model by the independent data 
set gave a high correlation value (r = O.90), but it 
underestimated seed yield by a wide margin (897 kg/ha). 
The duration of the seed filling period in the 
independent data set was not available » Based on the 
average ÛBSPM observed in the thesis data set, the duration 
of the seed filling period in the independent data set was 
estimated as 0.5^ RP for Maturity Groups I and II, and as 
O.51.RP for Maturity Group III. 
Table 15 shows the YIELD models by Maturity Group. 
These models did not include predictor variables expected 
to be included according to the simple correlations. The 
model for Maturity Group I was supposed to include DBBBS, 
while Maturity Groups II and III models were suppossed to 
include HAIL as a predictor variable. Compared with the 
model for all Maturity Groups, these models had smaller 
correlation values with the observed yields and similar 
biases, except in Maturity Group I. The coefficient of 
determination (R ) was improved in Maturity Groups II and 
III, however. 
Overall, it appears that the model for all Maturity 
Groups is more suitable than those for each Maturity Group. 
This conclusion is based on the correlation between 
observed and predicted values. The bias is not too 
Table 15. Seed yield models by Maturity Group 
Maturity 
Group 
Model STD bias R' 
II 
III 
YIELD = 2370.81 - 10.33 ROW 
+ 704.93 NPK + 20.48 
DBSPM - 197.88 HAIL 
YIELD = 1118.45 - 10.92 ROW 
+ 838.70 NPK + 28.90 
DBSPM - 0.34 POP + 
40.64 SIBSPM 
YIELD = -3763.20 - 11.37 ROW 
+ 3134.42 NPK + 28.94 
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important if an adequate estimate of it is available, and 
the STD'S were very similar. 
Table l6 shows the regression analysis for seed yield, 
as well as the confidence intervals for the estimated 
parameters. The value of these parameters are point 
estimates that tell nothing about the variation in the data 
used to estimate them. The confidence interval provides 
information about the expected range of variation in the 
parameter estimates. A wider confidence interval indicates 
that the parameter or regression coefficient was estimated 
with less accuracy. 
The method described by Li (1975) gave results 
difficult to interpret regarding the proportion of 
variation accounted for by each predictor variable. For 
this reason the method described by Kachigan (1982) is used 
instead. According to the square of the beta weights, NPK, 
and SIBSPM accounted for similar amounts of variation in 
YIELD. If the proportion of YIELD explained by either NPK 
and SIBSPM is given a value of 1, SIBSPM2, ROW, HAIL and 
DBSPM explained 0.24, 0.15, 0.08 and 0.04 of the variation 
in YIELD, respectively. 
Although no consistent increases in soybean yields 
have resulted from applications of nitrogen to nodulated 
soybeans, the same is not true for applications of 
Table l6. Regression analysis for seed yield (YIELD) 
Source d.f. Sum of squares F value Pr > F C.V. 
Model 6 62415962.34 99.46 0.0001 0.74 9.60 
Error 209 21860689.55 STD YIELD mean 
Total 215 84272651.88 323.44 3369.5 
Source d.f. Partial sum of F value Pr > F 
squares 
ROW 1 12707660.89 121.49 0.0001 
NPK 1 3752237.39 35.87 0.0001 
DBSPM 1 890620.62 8.51 0.0039 
HAIL 1 1252744.42 11.98 0.0007 
SIBSPM 1 1350320.59 12.91 0.0004 
SIBSPM2 1 412394.25 3.94 0.0484 
Parameter Estimate t for Ho s Pr > t Standard error 0.95 confidence 
estimate = 0 of estimate interval 
Intercept 1078.62 1.78 0.0767 606.33 110.4-2266.4 
ROW -10.81 -11.02 0.0001 0.98 8.89-12.74 
NPK 1313.59 5.99 0.0001 219.32 883.72-1743.45 
DBSPM 15.86 2.92 0.0039 5.43 5.21-26.51 
HAIL 
-229.87 3.59 0.0004 66.41 99.66-359.99 
SIBSPM 21.35 -1.99 0.0484 5.94 10.58-32.11 
SIBSPM2 -0.09 -3.46 0.0007 0.05 0.00 
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phosphorus and potassium (Scott and Aldrich, 1983)• The 
seed and vegetative parts of a crop yielding 3,360 kg/ha 
(50 bu/a) contain almost twice the nitrogen contained in a 
10,087 kg/ha (150 bu/a) com crop. The amount of 
potassium removed is more than twice the amount removed 
by corn. 
The effect of drought stress in the seed filling 
period can be quite severe in indeterminate soybeans 
(Laing, 1966). 
Row spacing is more likely to influence soybean yield 
in the midwest than in the southern states. A three year 
study in Indiana showed that soybean yields in 46 cm rows 
were 673 kg/ha higher as compared to soybean yields in 91 
cm. rows (Scott and Aldrich, 1983). In this study, 31 cm 
rows yielded 4-97 kg/ha more than 76 cm rows. 
The effects of HAIL and DBSPM were not as large as 
expected. 
Hail is more likely to damage the leaves than the 
pods. If a hailstorm causes a 100% leaf loss when the 
beans are beginning to fill, more than 80% in yield 
reduction can result (Scott and Aldrich, 1983). The 
maximum hail damage rating given in this study was 3-3» 
which is still far from the maximum possible value of 5» 
The largest difference in DBSPM between planting 
100 
dates was 6 days, while between Maturity Groups a maximum 
difference of 4 days was observed. Larger seed filling 
periods were associated with larger seed yields when 
averaged over planting dates, but not when averaged over 
Maturity Groups. 
Analysis of variance in time 
The thesis data set was used to make an analysis of 
variance in time (years) for the duration of the 
phenological stages discussed. Here, years represent 
replications, and row width represents whole plots. The 
first, second and third splits are represented by planting 
dates, plant populations and cultivars, respectively. Each 
observation is the average of three replicates. 
Detailed analysis of variance tables are given in the 
Appendix. In general, most of the factors under study were 
significant, but not their interactions. The interaction 
Maturity Group x planting date was the only one that was 
significant. 
Simple effects Tables 17 through 19 show the 
Duncan's Multiple Range tests for the simple effects found 
statistically significant. 
The length of the vegetative phase (VP) was different 
between every year and Maturity Group, but not between 
every planting date (Table 17). The differences in VP 
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Table 1?. Multiple Range Tests for the duration of the 
vegetative phase (VP) and related environmental 
variables 
Year VP HEBB SEBB TEBB DLF SIEBB 
1969 40 al 752 a 17946 b 68.9 c 159.7 c 0.00 0 
1970 34 c 679 b 17827 b 69.7 b 161.3 b 0.24 a 
1971 36 b 749 a 21357 a 70.8 a 162.5 a 0.16 b 
Planting 
Date 
VP HEBB SEBB TEBB DLF SIEBB 
1 39 a 682 b 19808 a 67.5 0 168.6 a 0.00 b 
2 39 a 730 ab 19806 a 68.4 c 161.1 b 0.00 b 
3 36 b 727 ab 18496 a 70.5 b 159.2 b 0.11 b 
4 34 c 766 a 18063 a 72.6 a 156.0 c 0.38 a 
Maturity 
Group 
VP HEBB SEBB TEBB DLF SIEBB 
I 33 c 629 c 16728 c 69.4 c 180.9 a 0.03 b 
II 35 b 679 b 18074 b 69.7 b 160.1 b 0.08 b 
III 43 a 871 a 22328 a 70.2 a 142.6 c 0.28 a 
^Variables followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different. 
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by year and PD were associated with differences in TEBB, 
primarily. Differences in VP by Maturity Group seemed more 
closely related to cultivar genotype. 
The length of the reproductive phase (RP) was 
significantly affected by row spacing, besides year, 
Maturity Group and planting date (Table 18). RP was only 
one day longer in the narrow rows, however. 
The main determinant of RP by planting date appeared 
to be heat units, while the combined action of heat units 
and drought stress appeared to regulate RP in a seasonal 
basis. 
The duration of the period from beginning bloom to 
beginning seed (DBBBS) was only affected by year and 
Maturity Group (Table 19). In a per year basis, DBBBS 
was affected by both heat units and drought, but in a 
Maturity Group basis, none of those seemed to influence 
DBBBS very much. 
The duration of the seed filling period (DBSPM) was 
different between every year, but not between every 
planting date and Maturity Group (Table 19). Apparently, 
heat units were more closely associated with DBSPM than 
with SIBSPM, but hail damage may indeed have controlled 
DBSPM to a large extent. One expects larger seed filling 
periods in later cultivars. 
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Table l8. Duncan's Multiple Range Tests for the length of 
the reproductive phase (RP) and related 
environmental variables 
Year RP HBBPM SIBBPM 
1969 62 c^ 1315 c 6.75 c 
1970 70 b 1544 a 29.54 b 
1971 71 a l46l b 91.40 a 
Row RP HBBPM SIBBPM 
spacing 
31 68 a l446 a NE 2 
76 67 b 1435 b NE 
Maturity 
Group 
RP HBBPM SIBBPM 
I 68 a 1467 a 39.53 b 
II 68 a l46l a 39.53 b 
III 67 b 1392 b 48.48 a 
Planting 
date 
RP HBBPM SIBBPM 
1 72 a 1557 a 42.54 ab 
2 69 b i486 b 45.57 a 
3 66 c 1412 C 43.95 ab 
4 63 d 1306 d 38.19 b 
^Variables followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different. 
2 Not estimated. 
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Table 19. Multiple Range Tests for the length of the 
period from beginning bloom to beginning seed 
(DBBBS), the length of the seed filling period 
(DBSPM) and related environmental factors 





















































































^Variables followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different. 
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Seed yield was significantly affected by year, date of 
planting and planting density. The differences due to row 
spacing were significant at the 0.08 level, but the 
difference seems large enough as to consider a possible 
real effect (4-97 kg/ha). Buhr (1971). found a difference 
of 305 kg/ha to be highly significant in 1969, but he had 
a C.V. = 1^, while this analysis had a C.V. = 33%• He had 
the same number of degrees of freedom for the estimation of 
the error. Thus, the large variation between years caused 
the large C.V. observed. 
The yield differences between years seemed related to 
the duration of the components of RP. The highest yielding 
year (1970) had the longest DBSPM and the shorter DBBBS 
(Table 20). 
High planting densities resulted in decreased seed 
yields. The difference between the seed yields at the 
lowest and highest plant populations was II8 kg/ha. Yield 
decreases followed a linear trend in average. None of the 
durations were affected by planting density. 
As mentioned before, the row spacing effect was 
significant at the 0.08 level only. The duration of the 
seed filling period was one day longer in 31 cm rows and 
significant at the 0.28 level only. At any rate, this 
difference in DBSPM cannot account for all the differences 
Table 20. Multiple Range Tests for seed yield (YIELD) and related variables 
Year YIELD RP DBBBS DBSPM SIBSPM HAIL NPK 
69 3184 b^ 62 c 33 a 29 c 6.10 c 2.25 b 2a 
70 3996 a 70 b 28 b 42 a 21.93 a 1.00 c 2 a 
71 2929 b 72 a 33 a 38 b 82.07 b 2.6l a lb 
POP YIELD RP DBBBS DBSPM SIBSPM HAIL NPK 
258 3431 a 68 a 31 a 36 a NE^ NE NE 
452 3364 ab 68 a 31 a 36 a NE NE NE 
646 3313 b 67 a 32 a 36 a NE NE NE 
ROW YIELD RP DBBBS DBSPM SIBSPM HAIL NPK 
31 3618 a 68 a 32 a 37 a NE NE NE 
76 3120 a 67 a 31 a 36 a NE NE NE 
Planting YIELD RP DBBBS DBSPM SIBSPM HAIL NPK 
date 
1 35^5 a 72 a 33 a 39 a 40.31 a 1.88 ba NE 
2 3465 a 69 b 31 a 38 ab 39.54 a 1.79 b NE 
3 3387 a 66 c 31 a 35 be 36.96 a 1.94 ba NE 
4 3081 b 63 d 31 a 33 c 30.00 a 2.20 a NE 
Maturi ty YIELD RP DBBBS DBSPM SIBSPM HAIL NPK 
Group 
1 3381 a 68 a 32 a 38 a 35.82 b 1.91 a NE 
2 3371 a 68 a 31 ab 37 a 35.40 b 1.91 a NE 
3 3555 a 67 b 30 b 34 b 38.89 a 2.02 b NE 
^Variables followed by the same letter are not significantly different. 
2 Not estimated. 
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in yield observed. Based on results of the field 
experiment, it was estimated that one extra day spent in 
DBSPM could produce about 130 kg/ha of seed. Thus, it 
seems clear that the larger seed yield in narrow rows was a 
result of more efficient solar radiation interception as 
compared to wider rows (Shibles and Weber, 1966; Scott and 
Aldrich, 1983)• 
There were no significant differences in seed yield 
between the three first planting dates, but the last 
planting date was different from the first three planting 
dates. These differences were most likely due to decreased 
DBSPM due to hail damage as SIBSPM was not statistically 
different. 
The average seed yield by Maturity Group was not 
significantly different, but there was a tendency to have 
larger DBSPM and DBBBS associated with higher seed yields. 
DBSPM decreased with Maturity Group as a result of hail 
damage. It appears that the effect of drought stress was 
not strong enough to compensate for the decreased DBSPM 
due to hail damage. Under normal conditions, DBSPM 
increases with Maturity Group. 
Planting date x Maturity Group interactions This 
interaction was decomposed into single degree of freedom 
comparisons (contrasts) in order to know which specific 
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Maturity Groups and planting dates were interacting. The 
name of the contrasts, as well as their description, 
is given in Table 21. 
Table 22 shows the significance level for each of the 
contrasts mentioned before. 
The length of the vegetative phase (VP) was 
significant in contrast 4 (C4). This contrast is shown in 
Fig. 5- Thus, when Maturity Groups II and III are compared 
at planting dates 2 and 3i a different response is 
obtained. 
The duration of VP, as well as the duration of the 
other phenological events were closely associated with 
heat units. Usually, a significant contrast for a given 
duration was also significant for accumulated heat units 
(Table 22). Drought stress and physiological mean 
temperature did not show a consistent pattern of response 
in relation to duration of those phenological events. 
Field Experiment 
As mentioned before, the main purpose of the field 
experiment was to study the variation in growth and seed 
yield variables as a result of changing environmental and 
management factors. In order to achieve this, linear 
correlation and analysis of variance were used, again, as 
Table 21. Contrasts used in the field experiment 
Name Contrast description 
CI (Maturity Group I vs Maturity Group II) x (planting date 1 vs planting date 2) 
G2 (Maturity Group II vs Maturity Group III) x (planting date 1 vs planting date 2) 
C3 (Maturity Group I vs Maturity Group II) x (planting date 2 vs planting date 3) 
04 (Maturity Group II vs Maturity Group III) x (planting date 2 vs planting date 3) 
C5 (Maturity Group I vs Maturity Group II) x (planting date 3 vs planting date 4) 
C6 (Maturity Group II vs Maturity Group III) x (planting date 3 vs planting date 4) 
Table 22. Partitioning of the interaction Maturity Group x planting date into single 
degree of freedom comparisons for crop phenology and yield and related 
variables 
Contrast VP RP DBBBS DBSPM YIELD HEBB SEBB SIEBB 
Cl n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
02 n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.11 n.s. n.s. * n.s. 
C3 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
c4 n.s, 0.11 * * 0.10 n.s. 
C5 n.s. n.s. 0.13 n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.0? n.s. 
C6 n.s. n.s. * * n.s. n.s. 0.08 * 
Contrast TEBB DLF HBBPM SIBBPM HBBBS SIBBBS HBSPM SIBSPM 
Cl n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
C2 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. * 0.13 n.s. 
C3 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
C4 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. ** n.s. 
C5 * n.s. n.s. n.s. * n.s. n.s. n.s. 
G6 * n.s. n.s. n.s. * n.s. * n.s. 
^on significant. 
^Significant at the 0.05 level. 
"^Significant at the 0.01 level. 
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MATURITY GROUP III 
MATURITY GROUP II 
PLANTING DATE 
Fig. 5- Interaction between Maturity Group and planting 




The variables used in the field experiment are listed 
in Table 23. 
The relationships discussed here are for all Maturity 
Groups involved. There are 2 cultivars per Maturity Group 
or 6 cultivars total. The variables here were estimated 
from treatment means, so that there are only 8 observations 
per Maturity Group. With such a small number of degrees of 
freedom, it is not possible to show significance for 
correlations by Maturity Group in most cases. For this 
reason, the correlations were estimated combining over 
Maturity Groups, but the correlations by Maturity Group 
were evaluated too. Only those correlations where the 
variables had a consistent sign over all Maturity Groups 
are reported here. Also, significant correlations by 
Maturity Group are reported. 
Growth variables The relationships between growth 
analyses variables, plant growth variables and environmental 
and some management factors are presented here. 
Net assimilation rate This variable seemed to 
be related to Maturity Group (r = -0.48). Maturity Groups 
I and II had similar NAR's, while Maturity Group III had 
the lowest NAR. 
Table 23- Variables used in the field experiment 
Code Variable name Mean Range 
NAR Net assimilation rate 
(g/cm2 leaf/day/plant) 
6.62 5.18-8.23 
CGR Crop growth rate 
(g/m^ land/day) 
11.99 9.16-15.70 
RGR Relative growth rate 
(mg/mg/day/plant) 
77.08 60.54-105.49 
RLGR Relative leaf growth rate 
(mm^/mm^/day/plant) 
6.51 5.28-8.75 
LAP Leaf area partitioning 
(mm^/mg/day/plant) 
0.99 0.78-1.38 
TNAR Physiological mean temperature 
during NAR measurement (°C) 
23.85 23.51-24.29 
HCGR Accumulated heat units 
during CGR measurements 
1129 875-1386 
SCGR Solar radiation received 
during CGR measurement 
24664 18936-30579 
VSLW Specific leaf weight (SLW) 
during early vegetative 
(mg/cm2) 
4.10 3.04-5.25 
TVSLW Physiological mean temperature 
during early vegetative (°C) 
22.23 19.22-24.11 
S VSLW Solar radiation during 
early vegetative (ly) 
9507.05 6998.0-11269.1 
Table 23. (continued) 













Heat units accumulated 382.25 
during early vegetative 
Mean reproductive SLW 3.^4 
(mg/cm^) 
Maximum leaf area index 6.09 
Leaf weight at MAXLAI 20.89 
(mg/cm^ land) 
Solar radiation received 104l6 
t 10 days around MAXLAI (ly) 
Pod filling rate (mg/day/plant) 5^5-^3 
Physiological mean temperature 24.45 
during pod filling rate 
measurement (oQ) 
Solar radiation received during 6786 
pod filling rate measurement (ly) 
Heat units accumulated during 326 
pod filling rate measurement 
Effective seed filling period 27 
(days) 
Duration of seed filling period 42 
(days) 













Table 23. (continued) 









Weight per seed or seed size (g) 0.l4 
Total weight per plant at 32.6 
maturity (g) 
Total weight per plant at 2^.5 
beginning seed ( g )  
Apparent harvest index 0.43 













The correlations between NAR and other variables were 
very inconsistent from one Maturity Group to another. 
Physiological mean temperature (TNAR), for exam,ple, was 
positively correlated to NAR in Maturity Groups I and II 
(significant at the 0.10 level), while this correlation 
was negative and highly significant in Maturity Group III 
(r = -O.85). The reason for this is unknown. 
Watson (1952) suggested that NAR changes between 
cultivars of the same species, but it would be surprising 
to have a change in the sign of the correlation between 
Maturity Groups. It is more likely that the correlation 
between NAR and physiological mean temperature is positive, 
as no temperatures greater than 30°C (86°F) are included 
in the estimation of this temperature variable. Persistent 
temperatures above 30°C may result in reduced NAR. 
Briggs et al. (1920) found that NAR in com was better 
correlated with temperature than with any other 
environmental factor. Watson (1952) concluded that NAR 
varies widely with seasonal climate conditions, and 
recognized that temperature is an important factor 
controlling NAR. He pointed out, however, that the nature 
of the temperature effect is surprisingly variable. He 
suggested that temperature may be interacting with other 
factors. 
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Crop growth rate This variable (CGR) was 
significantly correlated to maximum leaf area (r = 0.42) 
when all Maturity Groups were considered. The correlation 
was significant in Maturity Group III only, but the sign 
was the same in all Maturity Groups. 
Watson (1958) reported that CGR was related to mean 
leaf area index (LAI) in a quadratic manner in kale and 
sugarbeets. CGR is not likely to be fully determined by 
leaf area index alone, however. According to Yoshida 
(1972), photosynthetic rate, which may be related to NAR, 
and leaf angle are also important. 
Relative growth rate This variable, or RGR, 
was well related to heat units and solar radiation 
(r = -O.79 and -O.78, respectively). The correlations were 
highly significant in Maturity Group I only, but the sign 
was maintained in the other two Maturity Groups. 
It is well-known that C3 plants have considerable 
increases in photorespiration with temperature and light 
intensity increases. Furthermore, single leaves may reach 
light saturation at normal insolation levels (Salisbury and 
Ross, 1978). Plant canopies, however, are not likely to 
saturate because of mutual shading and leaf movements. 
It could be that the combined action of high 
temperature and high radiation intensity contributed to 
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to decreased RGR. 
Leaf area -partitioning This growth variable 
(LAP) was positively related to RGR (r = 0.57)i but the 
correlation was not significant in Maturity Group II, 
although the sign remained positive. 
Since LAP was estimated as RLGR/NAR it was expected 
that LAP would be correlated to both RLGR and NAR. The 
correlation between LAP and NAR was negative and appeared 
to be more consistent by Maturity Group as compared to the 
correlation between LAP and RLGR by Maturity Group. 
Potter and Jones (1977) found that LAP and GGR were 
positively correlated. The correlation between LAP and NAR 
was also positive, but the degree of association was 
smaller. 
Relative leaf growth rate This variable 
(RLGR) was highly correlated to RGR when all Maturity 
Groups were considered (r = O.9O), but this correlation was 
significant in Maturity Group I only. The correlations in 
the other two Maturity Groups were high, however (r = 0.55 
and 0.631 respectively). 
RLGR was negatively correlated to heat units and solar 
radiation (r = 0.77 and -O.72, respectively). Similar 
correlations were found before with RGR. 
According to Potter and Jones (1977), RLGR was highly 
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correlated to CGR. In this study, that correlation was 
significant in Maturity Group II only. 
Leaf expansion rate has been reported to correlate 
directly with CGR in soybeans (Kaplan and Koller, 1974). 
Two more growth variables can be derived from the same 
data used in the estimation of RLGR. These variables will 
be called leaf growth rate (LGR) and percentage of leaf 
expansion (PLE). These were estimated as LGR = (A2 - Al)/ 
(t2 - tl) and PLE = (A2 - Al)/Al. 
LGR and PLE were not significantly correlated to RGR, 
but these were positively correlated to total dry matter 
production at the beginning seed stage (TWBS) and at 
physiological maturity (TWPM). 
LGR was better correlated to TWBS (r = 0.77) than to 
TWPM (r = 0.66). On the other hand, PLE was better 
correlated to TWPM (r = 0.60) than to TWBS (r = 0.48). 
Neither growth variable was significantly correlated to 
TWPM in Maturity Group I, however. 
The correlation between LGR and TWBS was significant 
in all Maturity Groups, while the correlation between PLE 
and TWBS was significant in Maturity Groups II and III 
only. 
Both LGR and PLE were negatively correlated to 
planting date (r = -0.69 and -0.79, respectively), and to 
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physiological mean temperature (r = -0.48 and -0.85, 
respectively). The correlation "between LGR and planting 
date (PD) was significant in Maturity Group I only, but the 
correlation between PLE and PD was significant in all 
Maturity Groups. The correlation between PLE and 
physiological mean temperature was also significant in all 
Maturity Groups, while the correlation between LGR and 
physiological mean temperature was significant in Maturity 
Group II only. 
Specific leaf weight The mean value of 
specific leaf weight before beginning seed (PBSSLW) is the 
average of the SLW at early vegetative and the SLW at 
beginning seed. 
PBSSLW was negatively related to the physiological mean 
temperature for the same period (r = -0.59). This 
relationship was not significant in Maturity Group II, but 
the sign remained negative. 
PBSLW was correlated at the 0.0? level with the amount 
of solar radiation received when all Maturity Groups were 
included. This correlation was significant in both 
Maturity Groups I and III (r = 0.86 and O.78, respectively), 
but not in Maturity Group II (r = O.31). 
Several studies have shown that specific leaf weight 
decreases with temperature (Nobel, 198O5 Nelson et al., 
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1978; Volkenburg and Davies, 1977)• Boardman (1977) 
concluded that the illumination level during leaf 
development is the most important environmental factor 
determining leaf anatomy. 
The correlation between PBSSLW and PLE was significant 
when all available observations were included (r = 0.^5)i 
but the correlation was significant in Maturity Group III 
only (r = 0.84). It was in this Maturity Group where 
the only significant correlation between PBSLW and maximum 
leaf area index was found (r = 0.73). 
Specific leaf weight declined from early vegetative 
to beginning seed, but it increased during the seed filling 
period. 
Several studies (Dunphy and Hanway, 1976; Brevedan et 
al., 1977; Mondai et al., 1978) have reported an increase in 
carbohydrate content of soybean leaves during the seed 
filling period. Egli et al. (1980) found that this 
increase in carbohydrate (primarily starch) levels was 
associated with an increase in SLW. The accumulation of 
starch may result from inadequate sink demand. As plants 
matured, some starch was remobilized. 
Domhoff and Shibles (1970) showed that increases in 
SLW correlated with increases in photosynthetic rates, but 
Thome and Koller (197^) reported decreases in 
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photosynthetic rates as the starch level of leaves 
increased. Thus, it appears that if increases in SLW are 
the result of starch accumulation, photosynthesis will be 
adversely affected. Non-carbohydrate related SLW increases 
are likely to be positively correlated with photosynthetic 
rates. 
Pod filling rates The correlation between this 
variable (PFR) and final seed number per plant was highly 
significant when all Maturity Groups were included 
(r = 0.52), but no significant correlations (0.05 level) 
were found for individual Maturity Groups. These 
correlations were significant at the 0.10 level in Maturity 
Groups I and II, however. 
Seed numbers may be considered as an indicator of sink 
strength, which could result in faster PFR. Egli (1975), 
however, did not find significant relationships between the 
rate of dry matter accumulation in the seeds and final seed 
number. 
Egli et al. (1978b) found that seed size and rate of 
seed growth were positively correlated, but in this study 
PFR was better correlated to seed number than to seed size. 
In cereals, kernel growth rates increase with 
temperature up to a maximum rate (Chowdhury and Wardlaw, 
1978). The relationship between PFR and physiological mean 
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temperature was not clearly defined here, although the 
correlation involving all Maturity Groups was positive, 
it was non-significant. 
Koller (1971) reported that seed growth rate and stage 
of seed development were closely associated. They concluded 
that seed growth rates were controlled primarily by 
regulatory mechanisms within the seed, rather than by 
external availability of assimilates. 
Effective seed filling period This variable, 
or ESFP, is an estimation of the seed filling period based 
on seed filling rates and final seed weight. ESFP was 
significantly correlated to CGR and PD (r = 0.54 and -0.53» 
respectively) when all Maturity Groups were involved. When 
the Maturity Groups were correlated individually, however, 
the correlation was significant in Maturity Group III only. 
A sligthly better correlation was obtained with TWP 
(r = 0.54) and MAXLAI (r = O.51) because these correlations 
were significant in both Maturity Group I and Maturity Group 
III. The correlations in Maturity Group II were significant 
at the 0.15 level. 
The correlation between ESFP and PFR (r = -0.38) was 
significant at the O.O6 level only, but it was negative in 
all Maturity Groups. Egli et al. (1978b) found a similar 
relationship between ESFP and PFR. 
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The length of the seed filling period and ESFP were 
positively correlated, but this correlation was stronger in 
Maturity Group I (r = 0.83). 
ESFP was significantly correlated to seed numbers when 
all Maturity Groups were considered (r = 0.44). Even 
though the correlation was not significant by Maturity 
Groups, the correlations were relatively high (r = 0.49, 
0.55 and 0.43 for Maturity Groups I, II and III, 
respectively). 
Egli et al. (1978b) reported that seed size did not 
correlate with ESFP in 6 cultivars different in seed size, 
but in this study a significant correlation was found for 
all Maturity Groups (r = 0.64). Gay et al. (198O) 
associated larger seed size with longer seed filling period. 
Egli et al. (1978a) found than in one year with lower 
than average temperatures longer ESFP, lower seed filling 
rates and larger seeds were obtained. Egli and Wardlaw 
(1980) reported that the duration of the seed filling 
period and the seed growth rate were reduced at day/night 
temperatures lower than 24/19 and higher than 30/25 °C. 
Raper and Thomas (1978) stated that the length of the seed 
filling period and seed filling rates are strongly 
influenced by either temperature or photoperiod. Seed 
filling rates are faster under short photoperiods. 
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In this study, the average temperature during seed 
filling tended to decrease with planting date, but pod 
filling rates did not show a consistent trend with planting 
date, probably due to a photoperiod effect. The length of 
the ESFP, and seed size decreased steadily as planting date 
was delayed. 
Duration of the seed filling period This 
variable, or DBSPM, was significantly correlated with TWPM 
(r = 0.64)' This correlation was significant in Maturity 
Group II only, but the sign of the correlation was the same 
in all 3 Maturity Groups. 
DBSPM was significantly related to TWPBS and to seed 
number (r = 0.5^ for both) when all Maturity Groups were 
used, but no significant correlations were found for single 
Maturity Groups. The sign was positive in all Maturity 
Groups for both, however. 
The duration of the seed filling period was clearly 
cut between Maturity Groups. DBSPM was 40, k2 and 44 days 
for Maturity Groups I, II and III, respectively. 
According to Reioosky et al. (1982) and Egli et al. 
(1984), the duration of seed growth, as well as the rate of 
growth, vary among genotypes. 
The length of the seed filling period is influenced by 
environmental conditions during seed development. The 
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effects of temperature and drought stress are particularly 
important (Egli and Wardlaw 198O; Meckel et al., 1984). 
Components of yield Selected components of yield, 
i.e., number of seeds, seed size, total plant dry weight 
and harvest index, are studied here. It may be debatable 
to include total plant weight and harvest index as 
components of yield but their influence in determining 
yield is strong. 
Number of seeds The number of seeds per plant 
(SNP) was best correlated with the total plant dry weight 
at maturity (TWPM) and the total plant dry weight at 
beginning seed (TWPBS). The correlation coefficients were 
0.80 and 0.63, respectively. The correlations with TWP 
were significant in all Maturity Groups, while the 
correlations with TWPBS were significant in Maturity Group 
II (0.10 level) and Maturity Group III (0.05 level) only. 
MXLAI and DBSPM were also significantly correlated with 
SNP (r = 0.55 and 0.5^ respectively) when all Maturity 
Groups were used to estimate the correlation, but the 
correlation was non-signifieant per Maturity Group, 
although the sign was maintained. 
Planting date (PD) was negatively related to SNP in 
Maturity Group II (r = -O.Bl) and Maturity Group III 
(r = -0.86), but no significance was found in Maturity 
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Group I. This Maturity Group was the only one in which 
the correlation between PD and TWP was non-significant. 
Seed size The size of the seed or seed weight 
(WPS) was best related to planting date (r = -O.7O). All 
correlations were significant within each Maturity Group. 
Other positive correlations were found with SMAXLAI 
(r = 0.67), TWP (r = 0.61), TWPBS (r = 0.62), MAXLAI 
(r = 0.53) EPP (r = 0.64). None of these correlations 
were significant in Maturity Group I, but the sign was not 
changed. 
WPS was positively related to the mean physiological 
temperature of the linear part of the pod filling period 
(r = 0.51) when all groups were considered. This 
correlation was significant in Maturity Group III (0.05 
level) and Maturity Group II (O.IO level), but not in 
Maturity Group I. 
The amount of solar radiation received during the 
linear part of the pod filling period was significantly 
related to WPS in Maturity Groups I and II (r = 0.72 and 
0.63), but not in Maturity Group III. 
Egli et all (1978b) associated faster seed growth 
rates with larger seed size. In the present study, pod 
filling rates and seed size averaged over planting dates 
did not show a consistent covariation, however. 
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Total plant weight The total plant biomass 
accumulated at beginning seed (TWPBS) was negatively 
related to planting date (r = -0.81), and the correlations 
were significant for each Maturity Group. 
TWPBS was also negatively correlated to physiological 
mean temperature (r = -0.77), while the correlation 
between TWBS and the amount of solar radiation received 
from emergence to beginning seed (SEES) was positive 
(r =.0.76). These two relationships were not significant 
in Maturity Group I, but the sign did not change. 
The total amount of dry matter production in several 
crops has been shown to correlate positively with the 
amount of solar radiation intercepted (Shibles and Weber, 
1965; Osman, 1971; Crosbie et al., 1978). 
For a given crop, differences in the amount of solar 
radiation intercepted are closely related to LAI (Shibles 
and Weber, 1965). 
The maximum LAI achieved by each cultivar, in this 
study, was positively related to TWPBS (r = 0.80). This 
correlation was significant at the 0.10 level in Maturity 
Group I, but highly significant in Maturity Groups II and 
III. Increased LAI results in increased dry matter 
production up to a point were mutual leaf shading is 
limitant (Yoshida, 1972). 
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The influence of planting date (PD) on TWPBS is 
indirect, as PD determines the environmental conditions to 
which the plant will be exposed. The correlation between 
mean physiological temperature (T) and PD was positive 
(r = 0.95)» while the correlation between SEES and PD was 
negative (r = -O.69). 
Hofstra (1972) reported that total plant weight 24 
days after planting was maximum at temperatures of 24-30°C, 
and was reduced at temperatures below 24 or above 30°C. 
The fact that TWPBS was negatively correlated to T may 
indicate that even below 30°C there is reduced dry matter 
accumulation due to photorespiration. 
Total plant weight at maturity (TWPM) and TWPBS tended 
to. correlate with Maturity Group (r = 0.37 and O.30, 
respectively). This relationship is explained by the longer 
life cycle in later cultivars? which results in larger total 
dry matter production. 
Apparent harvest index This variable, i.e, 
HI, proved to be a function of Maturity Group (r = -O.71) 
as this was the only consistent relationship found. The 
HI was 0.46, 0.43 and 0.40 for Maturity Groups I, II and 
III, respectively. 
HI has been reported to decrease with Maturity Group, 
total biomass produced and plant height (Buzzel and 
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Buttery, 1977; Johnson and Major, 1979; Schapaugh and 
Wilcox, 1980). 
Seed yield The amount of seed produced per 
unit area (YIELD) was highly correlated to TlnlPM (r = 0.9^), 
SNP (r = 0.89) and TWPBS (r = 0.80). All of the 
correlations were significant in each Maturity Group. The 
total plant weight at maturity (TWPM) may not be a suitable 
variable to correlate with YIELD, as TWPM includes YIELD. 
On the other hand, the total weight per plant at beginning 
seed (TWPBS) is an indicator of the strength of the source 
before rapid seed development. 
It is clear that the developing seed uses stored and 
currently produced photosynthate for growth (Shibles et al., 
1975; Hardman and Brun, 1971; Hanway and Weber, 1971)'» but 
it is not known how much photosynthate comes from each 
source. 
Gbikpi and Crookston (1981), Egli (1975), azid Weber et 
al. (1966) found that yield differences in several soybean 
cultivars were primarily due to differences in seed number. 
Planting date (PD) was significantly correlated to 
YIELD in Maturity Group II and III. The overall correlation 
was -0.76. Seed yield response was seen to be more linear 
in the higher Maturity Groups before. 
The length of the effective seed filling period (ESFP) 
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appeared to be better correlated to YIELD than DBSPM 
(overall r = 0.64 and 0.55» respectively), but DBSPM was 
better correlated to YIELD in Maturity Groups I and II 
than ESFP. It was only in Maturity Group III that ESFP 
was superior to DBSPM. Errors in estimating ESFP may be 
partially responsible for the lower correlations by 
Maturity Group. 
Many researches have recognized that the duration of 
the seed filling period is positively related to seed yield 
(Hanway and Weber, 1971; Sinclair and De Wit, 1975; Dunphy 
et al., 1979; Egli, 1981). Gbikpi and Grookston (1981) 
found no consistent relationships between the duration of 
the seed growth phases (lag, linear and plateau) and seed 
yield, however. 
The maximum leaf area index achieved by each cultivar 
(MAXLAI) was positively correlated to YIELD (r = 0.64). 
This correlation was not significant in Maturity Group I. 
Leaf area index has been reported to correlate positively 
with yield in soybeans (Villalobos, 1983) and com 
(Crosbie et al., 1978). 
The amount of heat units (HCGR) or solar radiation 
(SCGR) received during the time period involved in 
estimating CGR were as well correlated to YIELD as CGR 
itself (r = 0.54). CGR was significantly correlated to 
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YIELD in Maturity Group III only (r = 0.9^), while heat 
units and solar radiation were significantly correlated 
in Maturity Groups II and III. 
It is evident that final seed yield is not the result 
of a few variables related in a simple manner. Yoshida 
(1972) believes that seed yield can be limited by either 
yield capacity or by the ability to realize yield capacity. 
Yield capacity is determined by seed number and potential 
seed size, while the ability to reach yield capacity is a 
function of the rate and duration of seed filling. The 
question of how seed numbers and duration of the seed 
filling period are determined is still unanswered, however. 
Planting date exerts an indirect control over the 
variables determining seed yield. A causal diagram such 
as the one shown in Fig. 6 is possible. This diagram 
shows a very high negative correlation between planting 
date and total plant weight at beginning seed. Total weight 
at beginning seed is considered to determine seed number 
directly, and duration of the effective seed filling period 
indirectly. While this scheme cannot be completely 
corroborated by an analytical method such as path analysis 
(Li, 1975)» it is congruent with the current knowledge 

































Fig. 6. Causal scheme for the variables involved in determining seed yield. 
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In this experiment, delayed planting resulted in 
decreased leaf area and total weight because of shorter 
vegetative periods. Gbikpi and Crookston (198I) found that 
short season cultivars always yield less than full season 
cultivars because there are fewer reproductive nodes plant 
in the short season cultivars. Delayed planting also 
results in fewer nodes per plant. Thus, reductions in 
node number result in less pods per plant, which in turn 
results in smaller seed number. The number of pods at 
harvest was not counted here, but the number of pods at the 
full seed stage was significantly correlated with seed 
numbers at harvest (r = O.7O). This correlation was the 
result of little variation in seeds per pod in the 
cultivars used. The standard deviation from the seed 
number per pod mean was 0.33 for all cultivars. 
The total plant weight at beginning seed (TWPBS) can 
be considered an indicator of the size of the source, while 
pod number or seed number, together with seed size can be 
considered indicators of the sink strength. In this study, 
total plant weight and seed size were significantly 
correlated to planting date in each Maturity Group. 
The size of the source is considered to determine the 
sink strength. This assumption can be supported by the 
fact that soybeans have high pod abortion percentages. 
1)6 
Hansen and Shibles (1978) estimated that the number of 
pods present at harvest maturity in two mldwestern soybean 
cultivars represented 37% of the flowers produced in each 
cultivar. Apparently the sink adapts to the size of the 
source. In rice, a close correlation exsists between LAI 
at flowering and the number of spikelets per unit area 
(Yoshida, 1972). In this study, very high correlations 
were found between MAXLAI, TWPBS and seed numbers. Also, 
total plant weight and seed size decreased steadily as 
planting date was delayed, which suggests that seed size 
is determined, at least partially by the size of the 
source. 
In Fig. 6, the double headed arrows indicate 
correlation or indirect effects, while the single headed 
arrows indicate causation or direct effects. 
Planting date is determining total plant size (TWPBS) 
indirectly via a negative correlation (rl4 = -0.8l). What 
is meant by indirect is that other intermediate processes 
between PD and TWPBS are likely to be-involved; for 
example leaf area and crop grov/th rate. The same applies 
for the correlation between PD and seed size (rl6 = -O.70). 
In Pig. 6, total plant weight at beginning seed is 
directly determining seed number (SNP) and seed size (WPS) 
via the path coefficients p^5 and p46, respectively. The 
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path coefficients are standarized partial regression 
coefficients. As such, these measure the direct influence 
of one variable upon another and allow to partition the 
correlations into direct and indirect effects (Dewey and 
Lu, 1959). 
One of the properties of a chain of causes is that 
each step of the chain is a complete path diagram by itself 
(Li, 1975)' For example, the value of the path coefficient 
from TPWBS to duration of the effective seed filling period 
(ESPP) via WPS is p47 = (p46)(p67) = 0.4l. This value is 
similar to p56 = 0.31. 
The correlation between seed yield and SNP, r = 0.89, 
can be partitioned into two components. The first one is 
the direct effect p58 = 0.75 arid the second one is an 
indirect effect via ESFP or r57 p78 = 0.l4. Notice that 
p58 + r57 p78 = 0.89. The correlation between seed yield 
and ESFP = 0.64, of which 0.33 are due to an indirect 
effect via SNP. This means that SNP is more important than 
ESFP in determining seed yield. 
A multiple regression equation having ESFP and SNP as 
predictor variables for seed yield gave an R =0.86. The 
amount of variation in seed yield explained by ESFP and 
SNP was (0.31)^(0.64) = 20% and (0.75)^(0.89) = 66%, 
respectively. 
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Thus, it seems evident that the length of the 
effective seed filling period or the length of the seed 
filling period were not as important in determining seed 
yield in this study as in some others (Hanway and Weber, 
1971; Dunphy et al., 1979; Wandrey, 1984). 
The field experiment was conducted under irrigated 
conditions. Thus, the seed filling period was not affected 
by drought as happened in the thesis data set. 
Analysis of variance 
Analysis of variance and single degree of freedom 
comparisons were completed for seed yield, total weight, 
seed number, seed size, harvest index, length of the seed 
filling period and plant lodging. The primary objective 
here is to compare "old" and "new" soybean cultivars. 
Table Z k  shows the names of the cultivars (CULT) 
studied and the maturity and age groups to which they 
belong. The "new group cultivars were released during the 
late 70's to early 80's, while the "old" group cultivars 
were released during the mid 60's. The number assigned to 
each planting date (PD) increases as PD is delayed. 
Table 25 shows the contrast names used as well as 
their coded name. Contrast C8 through C19 represent the 





























Cultivars used and groups to which they belong 
Maturity Name Age 
Group Group 
1 Hardin new 
2 Pride Bl6 new 
3 Asgrow 3127 new 
1 Hark old 
2 Amsoy old 
3 Wayne old 
Contrast names and their description 
Contrast description 
Planting date 1 vs planting date 2 
Planting date 2 vs planting date 3 
Planting date 3 vs planting date 4 
Cultivar 1 vs cultivar 4 
Cultivar 2 vs cultivar 5 
Cultivar 3 vs cultivar 6 
"New" cultivars vs "old" cultivars 
CI X 04 
02 X 04 
C3 X 04 
CI X 05 
02 X 05 
03 X 05 
CI X 06 
C2 X 06 
03 X 06 
CI X 07 
C2 X 07 
03 X 07 
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Table 26 shows the statistical significance for each 
of the contrasts shown in Table 25. The reader is 
referred to this table for the following discussion in 
which the main objective is to explain seed yield (YIELD) 
variation. 
Seed yield was statistically significant for contrasts 
C2 and C3, which compare planting dates 2 through 4 (Table 
26). It can be seed that total plant weight and weight 
per seed were significant in 02 and C3, too. Seed number, 
however, was significant at the 0.10 level only. On the 
other hand, the duration of the seed filling was 
significant in all the planting date comparisons. Looking 
at Table 27, however, one can see that the only real 
difference is in 02, as there is only one day difference 
in 01 and 03- Lodging was significant in both 01 and 03, 
where the highest and the lowest lodgings are compared. 
Lodging was not significant in 02, and in 03 the lowest 
lodging score was seen with the lower yielding planting 
date. It is apparent that lodging was not a factor. 
Thus, seed yield differences between planting dates 
were related to both seed size and seed numbers, with seed 
filling duration having an important influence in planting 
dates between May 26 and June 10. 
Seed yields between cultivars were only different for 
Table 26. Sum of squares for the source of variation indicated and contrasts used 







seed X 10" 
REP 3 22134* 43262 941425 32 
PD 3 291178** 1249875** 5200418** 1085** 
Cl 1 1776 24449 89713 1 
C2 1 38202** 134431* 760765+ 88* 
G3 1 59814** 249628** 797596+ 352* 
Error a 9 16400 169445 2136977 74 
CULT 5 22237* 420796** 2546597** 677** 
C k  1 11994** 176391** l4604 124** 
0 5  1 639 861 279659+ 21* 
06 1 1576 196 2224284** 385** 
c? 1 66i 63163* 1202552** 
PD*CULT 15 109319"* 426491** 7317279** 114* 
08 1 15645** 59677* 1210767** 3 
09 1 l4ll 3800 180713 3 
010 1 264 9 22300 1 
Oil 1 972  1155 41726 1 
012 1 4695 7196 273312+ 1 
013 1 2095 7811 276798+ 1 
014 1 1178 2726 26006 1 
015 1 217 168 80066 10+ 
016 1 8 2057 2050 1 
017 1 12107''-* 22970+ 716271** 1 
018 1 88 436 11442 6 
019 1 1167 534 173152 1 
Error b 60 101494 573726 5926i4l 216 
O.V. % 12.20 13.16 12.05 4.40 
+ * ** 
' ' Significant at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. 
Table 26. (continued) 








REP 3 18 186 215 620 
PD 3 3 69536** 3027** 5870** 
01 1 1 133 200** 2002** 
02 1 1 2 2567** 33 
03 1 1 47502** 227** 3852** 
Error a 9 24 1476 140 1404 
CULT 5 119** 20771** 3015** 5200** 
C4 1 26** 2450** 5 200* 
C5 1 8* 28 500** 13 
06 1 2 5000** 405** 613** 
07 1 29** 84 0 67 
PD*CULT 15 34* 46882** 1715** 4291** 
08 1 0 6 90** 0 
09 1 0 56 160** 400** 
010 1 i},* 56 10 400** 
Oil 1 1 900* 23 25 
012 1 2 56 76* 25 
013 1 1 506+ 40+ 0 
014 1 1 756* 140** 6 
015 1 1 506+ 160** 225* 
016 1 1 156 31 6 
017 1 1 1200** 17 19 
018 1 1 468+ 39** 533** 
019 1 5* 2 2 102+ 
Error b 60 72 9562 759 218 
C.V. % 7.60 5.06 2.68 31.07 
+ * ** 
' ' Significant at the 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01 level, respectively. 
Table 27. Means by planting date, cultivar and age group for seed yield and other 
variables 
P. date 





















































































































































New 33^.3 717.3 2719 0.130 0.47 42 1.^ 25 
Old 339.6 768.3 2495 0.143 0.44 42 2.0 25 
1# 
C4, where cultivars "Hardin" and "Hark" were compared. It 
was very disturbing to le am that seed number and seed 
filling duration were not significant for C4, while seed 
sizes were significant in all the comparisons between "new" 
and "old" cultivars. C4 was the only significant comparison 
when total plant weight at physiological maturity was 
analyzed, and the difference between the harvest indexes 
for those cultivars was the largest seen (Table 27). Even 
though the "older" cultivar had the largest harvest index 
it was not the higher yielding because it also produced 
the lowest total weight observed. Lodging, which was 
greater in the older cultivar, could also be a factor. The 
main factor determining yield differences in C4 is seed 
size, however. Even though there were no significant 
differences in seed number, higher seed numbers were 
associated with higher seed weight (Table 27). The 
following disscusion should clarify this matter. 
In the other two contrasts, C5 and C6, the total plant 
weight was not different, but seed number and seed size 
were significant. Those contrasts were not significant 
primarily because the effects of seed size and seed number 
cancelled themselves. Table 27 shows that high seed 
numbers were associated with lower weight per seed. Other 
additional factors contributing to these contrasts not 
1^5 
being significant could be harvest index in C5 and lodging 
in C6. 
In C5> a higher harvest index was associated with a 
lower total plant weight, which cancels out both effects. 
The cultivars involved in C6 had the highest lodging rates 
observed, and also, the differences in lodging between 
these cultivars were the highest observed. 
The duration of the seed filling period was also 
significantly different in contrasts C5 and C6. Higher 
seed yields were always associated with longer seed filling 
periods, but evidently the other factors were more 
important in determining seed yield. 
Except in C4, the length of the period from beginning 
bloom to beginning seed (DBBBS) was always directly 
associated with seed yield, which is contrary to the 
general results found in the thesis data. It could also be 
possible that a shortened DBBBS results in enhanced seed 
yields in a specific range of planting dates only. 
The comparison between "new" and "old" cultivars (C7) 
was not significant for seed yield, but there were 
significant differences for seed numbers and seed size, as 
well as for total plant weight and harvest index (Table 26). 
All these significant effects were cancelled out in the way 
described before, which resulted in no seed yield 
differences. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The primary objective in this study was to examine the 
interelationships between morphological and physiological 
traits, seed yield, and environmental and management 
factors. Other objectives were to evaluate the relative 
contributions of these variables in determining seed yield 
in irrigated and non-Irrigated soybeans, and to study the 
possible mechanisms causing seed yield differences between 
"new" and "old" cultivars. 
According to simple correlation analyses, the 
environmental factors were related to crop phenology and 
yield better than the management factors. Planting date 
was the only management factor strongly related to crop 
phenology and yield, but its influence was only indirect, 
as planting date determines the crop environment. 
The number of days from planting to emergence and from 
planting to physiological maturity were best correlated 
with the amount of solar radiation received, while the 
number of days from planting to beginning bloom and from 
planting to beginning seed were best correlated with 
physiological mean temperature. The high correlation 
between physiological mean temperature and the number of 
days from planting to beginning bloom was due, at least in 
part, to the relatively low response to photoperiod in the 
1^7 
cultivars used. 
The duration of all the phenological events studied, 
except the length of the vegetative period, was strongly 
related to heat units. This may indicate that photoperiod 
affects the preflowering phase more than the postflowering 
phase. 
The length of the vegetative phase and the length of 
the period from beginning bloom to beginning seed were 
shortened as a result of drought stress. On the other 
hand, the length of the seed filling period was increased 
as a result of drought stress. Further research under 
strictly controlled conditions is required, however. 
The duration of the seed filling period was positively 
correlated with seed yield, but the degree of correlation 
increased with Maturity Group. The duration of the period 
from beginning bloom to beginning seed was negatively 
correlated to seed yield. The degree of association also 
increased with Maturity Group. 
The amount of drought stress accumulated in the seed 
filling period was the best correlated variable with seed 
yield. Here, the degree of association between drought 
stress and seed yield decreased as Maturity Group increased. 
A regression model for seed yield in the thesis data 
set had row spacing, fertilization level, duration of the 
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seed filling period, drought stress during seed filling and 
hail damage as predictor variables. Drought stress and 
fertilization level accounted for similar amount of 
variation in seed yield. Row spacing accounted for about 
15^ of the variation explained by either drought stress or 
fertilization level, while the duration of the seed filling 
period accounted for about S'f" of the variation explained. 
Net assimilation rates decreased with Maturity Group, 
but the temperature effects were not consistent. Crop 
growth rate was best related to maximum leaf area index, 
while relative growth rate (RGR) was well correlated, in a 
negative fashion, with heat units and solar radiation. 
Relative leaf growth rate (RLGR) was better correlated 
to relative growth rate than leaf area partitioning. RLGR 
was affected by heat units and solar radiation in the same 
way as RGR. 
Leaf growth rate (LGR) was positively correlated with 
the total plant weight at beginning seed. LGR was 
negatively correlated with planting date. 
Specific leaf weight was negatively correlated to 
physiological mean temperature, and positively correlated 
to the amount of solar radiation received. 
Pod filling rates were positively correlated to seed 
number. The relationship with the temperature variable was 
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positive, but non-significant. The length of the effective 
seed filling period was also positively related to seed 
number, but the correlation was higher with seed size. 
Seed number was positively correlated to total plant 
weight at physiological maturity and at beginning seed. 
The total biomass produced at beginning seed was negatively 
related to planting date and to physiological mean 
temperature. High positive correlations were found between 
maximum leaf area and total biomass at beginning seed. 
Results from the field experiment and path coefficient 
analysis seemed to support a causal scheme were the total 
plant weight at beginning seed determines seed numbers (SNP) 
directly and duration of the effective seed filling period 
(ESFP) indirectly. Planting date controls total plant 
weight indirectly. 
A multiple regression equation having SNP and ESFP as 
2 predictor variables for seed yield gave an R =0.86. The 
amount of total variation in seed yield explained by each 
of those variables was 66 and 20%, respectively. 
Seed size and seed number, as well as harvest index, 
were associated with differences in seed yield between the 
"new" cultivar "Hardin" and the "old" cultivar "Hark". 
Significant yield differences were the result of seed 
number and seed size increasing together, primarily. 
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Table Al. Sum of squares for seed yield (YIELD), length of the period from beginning 
bloom to beginning seed (DBBBS), the length of the seed filling period 
(DBSPM), and the stress index accumulated at the seed filling period 
(SIBSPM) 
Source d.f. YIELD X 10^ DBBBS DBSPM SIBSPM X 10 
Year (YR) 2 4468.3* 1186.3** 6849.4** 2313.2 
Row (ROW) 1 1334.5+ 1.5 19.6* 0.0 
Error a 2 251.3 5.7 2.3 0.0 
Planting date 
(PD) 
3 666.6* 134.0 1376.5** 35.7** 
PD X ROW 3 66.6 25.2 4.3 0.0 
Error b 12 273.9 784.3 602.6 12.2 
Population 
(POP) 
2 50.6** 1.2 5.5 0.0 
ROW X POP 2 8.9 0.4 5.7 0.0 
PD X POP 6 15.0 4.5 2.7 0.0 
ROW X POP X PD 6 38.8 8.3 2.2 0.0 
Error c 32 154.8 80.2 82.4 0.0 
Maturity Group 
(MG) 
2 2.4 103.7* 377.0** 5.2 
MG X ROW 2 9.4 11.9 10.4 0.0 
MG X PD 6 76.9 209.0* 209.3+ 4.6 
MG X ROW X PD 6 10.9 22.0 36.1 0.0 
MG X POP h 18.7 
MG X POP X ROW 4 26.0 
MG X POP X PD 12 83.1 
MG X POP X PD 12 16.7 
X ROW 
Error d 96 854.1 
Total 215 8427.6 
C.V. fo (a) 33.3 
C.V. % (b) 14.2 
C.V. ^  (c) 14.2 
C.V. <fo (d) 8„9 
*, **Signifleant at the 0.10 
6.5 24.9 0.0 
8.1 9.6 0.0 
21.5 12.4 0.0 
18.4 41.5 0.0 
1428.7 1598.0 68.2 




12.3 11.2 22.9 
ON 
00 
0.051 and 0.01 level, respectively. 
Table A2. Sum of squares for the length of the vegetative phase (VP), the length of 
the reproductive phase (RP), heat units accumulated during VP (HEBB), and 
heat units accumulated during RP (HBBPM) 
Source d.f. VP RP HEBB X 10^ HBBPM X 10 
Year (YR) 2 1230.5** 4034.5** 2463.4** 19369.3** 
Row (row) 1 3.4 31.9* 29.4 60.6** 
Error a 2 4.5 1.5 32.2 0.3 
Planting date 
(PD) 
3 1165.8** 2216.3** 1928.9* 18588.9** 
PD X ROW 3 1.6 11.8 9.5 81.2 
Error b 12 706.3 78.3 2015.4 261.3 
Population 
(POP) 
2 2.7 3.1 10.8 7.2 
ROW X POP 2 1.4 3.7 7.2 20.5 
PD X POP 6 3.1 5.0 16.8 29.4 
ROW X POP X 
PD 
6 2.4 10.4 10.3 35.0 
Error c 32 31.3 62.4 163.4 245.5 
Maturity Group 
(MG) 
2 4492.4** 109.4 23423.7** 2480.3** 
MG X ROW 2 1.0 1.0 4.3 5.9 
MG X PD 6 69.3** 132.2 480.4** 1389.0** 
MG X ROW X 6 3.9 16.8 4.9 73.8 
MG X POP 4 9 . 9  11.6 35.6 35.0 
MG X POP X 
ROW 
4 3.1 3.5 9.6 10.0 
MG X POP X 
PD 
12 11.5 21.5 54.7 118.7 
MG X POP X 
PD X ROW 
12 8 . 8  32.0 37.4 126.7 
Error d 96 298.0 468.0 1110.3 2915.5 
Total 215 8050.9 7254.9 31848.3 48854.3 
C.V. <fo (a) 4.0 1.3 5.5 0.3 
C.V. ^  (b) 20.7 3 . 8  17.8 3 . 2  
C.V. (c) 2.6 2.1 3.1 1.9 
C.V. % (d) 4.76 3.3 4.7 3 . 8  
+1 *, **signifleant at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 level, respectively. 
Table A3. Treatment means for seed yield and other variables in the field 
experiment 
PD CULT YIELD TW SN/m^ WPS (g) HI DBSPM Lodging DBB 
(g/m2) (g/m2) 
1 1 263.6 509.3 2011 0.139 0.51 39 1.0 22 
1 2 397.4 930.9 2904 0.144 0 .44 43 1.0 25 
1 3 424.3 971.2 3413 0.132 0.44 45 1.3 31 
1 4 381.4 809.5 2704 0.150 0.47 43 1.0 24 
1 5 457.6 980.3 3263 0.149 0.47 46 1.0 26 
1 6 427.9 999.9 2876 0.159 0.43 42 2.8 30 
2 1 386.1 746.2 3158 0.128 0.52 4l 1.0 23 
2 2 378.8 801.0 2580 0.153 0.47 43 2.5 26 
2 3 381.2 854.7 3064 0.130 0.45 47 3.3 33 
2 4 378.9 802.0 2750 0.145 0.47 42 1.0 25 
2 5 405.7 884.4 2735 0.156 0.46 47 3.0 25 
2 6 350.5 831.8 2366 0.156 0.42 47 4.0 29 
3 1 308.9 629.9 2602 0.126 0.49 4o 3.3 25 
3 2 350.7 711.4 2631 0.141 0.49 37 1.8 27 
3 3 323.3 761.1 2722 0.125 0.43 44 4.3 29 
3 4 339.2 747.4 2619 0.138 0.45 37 1.3 27 
3 5 311.2 710.0 2263 0.146 0.44 39 1.8 26 
3 6 307.3 725.3 2307 0.l4l 0.42 40 4.0 27 
4 1 273.6 510.0 2529 0.115 0.56 4l 1.0 23 
4 2 290.4 595.9 2632 0.119 0.49 4l 1.0 19 
4 3 236.8 583.8 2379 0.104 0.40 44 1.0 19 
4 4 287.6 630.5 2398 0.126 0.46 39 1.0 24 
4 5 205.1 506.1 1738 0.126 0.41 4i 1.0 21 
4 6 223^7 593.4 1920 0.123 0.38 42 1.0 16 
